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Ife.ny ysars will proTaably g& by before a

scientific and exhaustive history ©f the campaign in

Norway can be written; for, if this is tc be done, the

records of the Norwegian Goverrmient and of the Norwegian

amy will have to be consulted; and it will also be

necessary that the German operations in Noiway shall have

been described and explained. The documents that are

now available do, however, make it possible to examine

what was by us attenpted in Norway, and to explain

why the attempt was abandoned; but even this would be

misleading unless the political sources of the campaign

were first considered.

When war was declared, the three Scandinavian

Governments were persuaded that the conduct they had

followed in the last v;ar was that which was most likely

to save them from the dangers of the new one; and, as this

conduct had been that they should consult together on all

that they should practicematters of common concern;

a common doctrine of neutral rights and duties; that they

should maintain their traditional trade with both sets of

belligerents; and, above all, that they should assist

one another in times of shortage and scarcity, these

principles were enunciated in a commuinique that was

issued from Copenhagen on September 19th, and from

Stockholm, (where the three kings had met together) on

The foreign ministers of the three countries

explained the inner meaning of these proclamations in a

number of conversations with our ministers: "the Scandinavian

peoples" they said "vi/ere more Inclined to Great Britain than

to Germany, but everybody admired and feared the power and

the excellence of the German amy; and everybody was

painfully impressed that Great Britain's ally, Poland, should

October 18th.
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have been so quickly conquered,

were, therefore, determined to follow a strictly neutral

The three governments

course of conduct and not to be deflected from it by

sentiment. Scandinavian neutrality was, subsequently,

threatened by three movements of public affairs; two of

these dangers came from the Sources whence the Scandinavians

had always expected that they would come; the war at sea

and the blockade of Germany; the third danger 7;as unexpected,
and it arose thus.

In October, 1939, the Russian Government informed?

the Finnish authorities that they were not satisfied with

the existing boundaries between the two countries,

Soviet authorities agreed that what they demanded should

be made the matter of a negotiation; but the Finnish

plenipotentiaries at once discovered that the negotiati:.

was nominal only; that the Soviet authorities

The

ion

were

determined to seize the large tracts of Finnish territories,

and to garrison Finnish towns with Soviet soldiers;

that, if any part of their conditions

would obtain them by force of

however, quite ready to attack Finland

and

were refused, they

The Russians were notarms.
9  ' ■

when they first

■ ■

, . ,

presented their conditions, and they allowed the discussions

upon them to be drawn out, until the end of November, when

they aT; tacked the Finns all along the frontier.

The Finns, however, made a better resistance than

^  anybody had ever deemed possible; and Russia was expelled

from the League, whose authorities invited all member

to assist the Finns if they were able to do

stat

This gave

es

an i-n^ietus to plans that had for long been contenploited. '•

so.

As- heis shew.,. A project for seizing bases'in

Norway had been considered during the last ivar. This, however, -

During the twentywas a consequence of the war at sea.
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for it than 'becameyears of peace a neiiv motive was addedj

evident that the loss of the Lorraine ore mines had made

Gennany very dependent upon Swedish ore (which was carried

to German ports through Narvik and through lalea), and it

was realised that it would 'be a serious blow to Germany if the

The subject was mentioned,

though not closely examined, during the Anglo-French staff

conversations of the year 1939.

Allied governments considered what assistance could be given

to Finland, and how it could be sent there, the original

plan of stopping the movement of Swedish ore became involved

bigger plan for controlling the roads and railways of
■■-.1

northern Sweden, and for using them as lines of communication

and supply for an expeditionary force in Finland.

At the beginning of the year 1940, however, the

Government was inclined to deal v/ith the Narvik ore separately,

Narvik route could be blocked up.

l^en, therefore, the

in a

and as a preliminary to the bigger project of bringing

Such warningsnorthern Scandinavia under our control,

as we thought proper to issue were, however, very ill

received by the Swedish' and Norwegian Governments, who

refused to be party to any plan for turning the Swedish ore

from the German to the British market, and made it clear

that they would follow a strictly neutral course of conduct

and would resist any atten^t to make their countries a

theatre of war.

IfeanvTfhile Germany's supplies of Swedish ore had been

examined by the experts in Whitehall, and on 18th December,1939,

W.P. (39)
179

the Jiinistry of Economic Tflfarfare reported to the Cabinet

The substance of this report was that ifupon the natter.

Germany could be deprived of the 9,000,000 tons of iron ora

that she imported annually from Svveden, the consequence might

well be fatal to German industry and would have a profound
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The Cabinet,effect upon the duration of the war.

therefore, instructed the chief of the staffs committee

to report upon "the military iinplications of a policy

aimed at stopping the export of Swedish iron ore to Germany.

The orefields of Sweden are widely separated. The

fields of Kiruna and Galivare are in the nor them part of

A line of railway connectsSweden, near the Finnish border,

the mines to the port of Narvik, on the north, and to the

port of Lulea, at the head of the gulf of Bothnia; for the

iron ore is carried to these two places for shipment abroad.

The country all round the minefields is lonely and lightly

cultivated; for the long winter makes farming an unprofitable

business. Indeed the northern and central provinces obtain a

large part of their food supplies from southern Sweden.

Few railways traverse northern and central Sweden; a

central railway runs south from Galivare, and a coastal

The traffic upon the centralrailway runs parallel to it,

railway is very light; the coastal railway feeds the

ports and is fairly busy during the summer.

The southern orefields of Grangesberg lie on the

northern edge of the most populated part of Sweden; to

the south of them, there is a flat, much cultivated country

that is covered by a network of railways.

This great distance betv;een the two orefields

(550 miles) would of course be of serious consequence when

any plan for occupying them is considered; but what was

even more productive of difficulties was that as the Baltic

was closed to us, so, we cpuld only approach the Swedish

orefields through the defiles in the Norwegian mountains.

The magnificent railway system of southern Sweden, on the

other hand, and the well equipped harbours of the Gulf of

Bothnia are separated from Germany by an inland sea that is

As with the ports and railways,conBnanded by the Gorman Navy,
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so Y/ith the airfields: a fair number of aerodromes in
■  . (

the flat lands of southern Sweden and southern Norway

are almost at Germany's door. Those accessible to us are

situated, along the Norwegian coast line round Bergen and

they are ill connected to one another by road orTrondhjeraj

railway, and are separated from Sweden by a great chain of

mountains. The deliberations on the matter took the following

course.

First, the Chiefs of Staff found that any project for

stopping Swedish exports of iron ore to Germany was so connected

to economic mtters that they were obliged to review the

Ministry of Economic Yferfare's figures afresh,

so they decided that all Swedish ore exports to Germany must

be stopped for at least a year, if the consequences were to be

The Chiefs of Staff first considered

'  iifter doing

fatal to Germany.

whether this could be effected by sabotage and decided that

it could not. It followed, therefore, that Swedish exports of

ore to Germany could only be stopped if Narvik and northern

Sweden were occupied. The military implications of this were

thus explained:~

"The attitude of Norway and Sv/eden has a very
material bearing on the feasibility of British military
operations in Scandinavia.''

"A study of the communications in the north leads us
to conclude that a military expedition inland from Narvik

in the face of either Norwegian or Swedish' operation is

not a feasible operation,
follows;

Our reasons are briefly as
Firstly, we shcfuld have to prepare for a

landing, probably opposed, under severe climatic conditions,
and without many of the existing port facilities, which
might have been demolished,
simple matter for the Norwegians or Swedes to make the

railway running inland from Narvik unusable, either by
the removal of rolling-stock or the cutting off of
electric power, even if they did not demolish it (and the
Norwegians are known to have rained the railway in six

places).
an advance across very difficult ground, against an
enemy who knows the country and is used to the conditions.
There is no road linking Narvik with Galivare and to
build a road would be a difficult undertaking which would

take time,"

Secondly it would be a

In these circumstances we should be faced with
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"Similar consideratidns egpjply to an expedition in
in southern Norway on southern Sweden, which we regard
as equally impracticable in bh'e face of Norvyegian and ,
Swedish opposition."

"We' have also given some consideration to the
possibility of military operations-if the Norwegians and
Swedes adopt a purely passive attitude, ■which they
might do through fear of antagonising iGerraany. Under
these conditions,we could not count on the ready co
operation of port and railway authorities; and, although
a military expedition might not be impossible, we feel
that we should suffer such serious delays tha't the
resulting loss of time would probably be decisive. For
these reasons we are convinced that Norwegi^ and Swedish

. co-operation is essential, and the remainder of this paper
is written 'on the assurption that the co-operation is
obtained."

Limitation of our commitment in Scandinavia.

We anticipate that part of the price of obtaining
this co-operation may be the promise of substantial
Allied military and air support in southern Sweden,
which is the most highly dovelpped and populated part
of the:country and also the area most vulnerable to
German attack. Moreover, as we show later, operations in
southern Scaiidinavia are desirable for purely military
reasons, in order to obtain strategic cover for the
more important operation in the north
we wish to make here is that it may not be possible
to confine our commitment in Scandinavia to'a small
expedition in the north."

The Chiefs of Staff now considered what forces would be

The point• • • *

necessary for the purpose, and decided that one or two

divisions would suffice, provided always that they were specially

trained and- equipped. Their reasons were these:-

"Snow conditions persist in Lulea until the middle
of April and, since it is vital to anticipate the
Germans in that area, our initial force must be trained
and equipped for movement on snow, iilthough French
Alpini units might be suitable, Canada would probably
be the best source on which to draw for personnel of the

'  first contingent, sihce the employment of French troops
would inevitably corplicate maintenance problems. It is
understood that a force of from 5j000 to 7j000 Canadians
could probably be organised and despatched to reach Narvik
in March. It is clear that a force of this siae would be

insufficient to prevent a German Inn'ding, oppose  a German
and Russian land advance and safeguard vulnerable points
from parachute troops and saboteurs, lixxy of those threats
may develop after April and additional forces will then

'  be required," •

"As regards the size of any subsequent contingents, the
railway betvveen Narvik and Lulea' has sufficient capacity to
support a force of some six divisions with a small air force
component. It
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"Sinoe, however, the railway, which is the only line
of communication inland might be cut by German air
attack - a point VJe elaborate later - it would be
essential to develop an advanced base in Sweden sufficient
to render the force independent of regular supplies from
Narvik.' - The^building up of such an ac.vanced base would
necessarily limit the' size of force that could, be used.
The capacity of Narvik to serve as a base port for the
expedition is under investigation. In addition to Narvik,
or in substitution for Narvik if the railway between
Narvik and the mines was cut, use might also be made of
Trondheim. The whole matter is essentially one for
detailed administrative enquiry, but we think that with
alternative lines of communication and the early creation
of advanced depots we could safely employ end maintain

,  one or two divisions in northern Sweden."

"The organisation of the ordinary. British division
would require considerable adaptation for employment in
northern Svi/eden, even'during the summer. Large quantities
of. mechanised transport would not be required and. could
not, be maintained; a proportion of pack transport and
mountain guns would be necessary; and mobile light car units,
whose vehicles might be obtained locally, would be useful

■  for reconnaissance dom the Bothnian Coast.''

The air forces that would be needed for the .operations

were then examined. It has been shewn that the Chiefs of

Staff only regarded the operation as feasible if it were

undertaken with Norwegian and Swedish assistance,

that these countries could give in the air was, however,-ifar

less substantial than the help that they could give on land;

and, in any case, the task of the air component that would

accompany the expedition vrould be to protect not merely the

The help

expedition, but the whole country that had been occupied,. ,  .

On this point, the Chiefs. of Staff reported that such air

forces as we could send, would be insufficient; and that the

Germans would certainly invade southern Scandinavia if we

sent an isolated expedition to Narvik, They gave the following

reasons

"The landing of British troops at Narvik would' ., ■

certainly become known at once to the Gemians, and, r' ; . ,
owing to their inability to oppose them v/ith land
forces, we must anticipate that they would exert every
possible means to impede their advance by air action. The
Germans could not .take effective air action from bases more

than 600 miles, distant,,-'.:so that bases in Norway and
Sweden and adequate fuel supplies of the right type would
be essential. In Norway there are only three bases within
600 miles of Narvik; one of these is at Trondheim, where
the landing ground is believed to bo too small for the
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operation of nodem bomber types, and bi^o are sea
plane anchorages. In Sweden thei-o are eight bases
within :this 600-mile range. Of these, five are within
ij.00 miles, and one, at Boden near Lulea, is only 200
miles distant from Narvik.

"If Russia succeeds in overrunning Finland, we
cannot entirely reject the possibility that German
squadrons might be based on the Finnish aerodrome of Kemi,
at the head of the Gulf of Bothnia,

be possible, for climatic reasons alone,.until the
end of April.

"It is clear, therefore, that before Germany can
strike effectively at our forces in the north, she
must invade Norvregian and Sv^edish territory or operate
her seaplanes from Norwegian territorial waters."

This v;ould not

Time Factor.

The German Air Force is not equipped for
operating off snow. Y/e need not, therefore, anticipate
any serious aitacks on-the Narvik-Lulea line, other
than from seaplanes operating in the Norwegian fjords,
until the snow melts at the beginning of April, Bomber
aircraft operating from Germany could, however, reach
Trondheim,II

"Apart from the'snow factor, the start of German
attacks against objectives in the north depends on
the date of the German invasion of 3weden, If Germany

has to overcome Swedish resistance in southern Sweden,
she will not be able to form air bases in that country
until she has established her position on land. There
is no military reason, however, to prevent Germany
invading southern Sweden during the wiinter and so
ensuring that air bases are established in, say, the
neighbourhood of Stockholm in time to enable air
operations to be comriienced against objectives on the

Narvik line in' April,
of Swedish opposition and the existence of snow,
whether an attenpt to secure Boden aerodrome by air land

ing parties could be made before mid-April,

It is doubtful, in the face

II

"If, however, Germany has not occupied Swedish
territory before our landing at Narvik, our forces
there will meet with.no serious air threat until German

land forces have reached the Stockholm.area and

established air instalJLaiions in the vicinity. It is
desirable for these reasons to take the fullest

advantage of the rail'way in the initial stages."

"Scale of German Air Attacks.

The factor governing the scale of air attack
v/hich Germany could launch against the Narvik-Lulea line

is the number of aerodromes within effective range
and the number of seaplane tenders able to work on the

Norwegian coast, and not the total number of aircraft
that could be made available.II

"Apart from Boden, which is within 200 miles of
Narvik and adjacent to Liilea, the Germans could base
about eight bomber squadrons on aerodromes within
effective range of the Narvik-Lulea area.

11
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"Possession of Boden and Kemi aerodromes.

The occupation of Kenii, and to a lesser extent
of Boden, aerodromes would facilitate and increase
the scale cf any German air attacks in the Narvik-Lulea
area,

early measures to assist the Swedes end Finns in fore
stalling German atteiif)t3 to seize these Bases.

It will be in^ortant, therefore, to take very

"Probable German air objectives.

The principal objectives open to German attack
would be the railway, our base depots and shipping at

Narvik, and any aerodromes we had occupied.

"The rail?/ay is both a profitable and vulnerable
objective. It is mostly single line. Its track is
accessible to low flying attacks in many places. Its
electric power, which is conveyed by overhead wire,
could be easily damaged. The importance of the line
for the maintenance of the force has already been
explained.

II

II

The Germans, in fine weather, would be able to
make frequent, possibly daily attacks, on this
objective, and, in vievf of the small scale of A,A,
defences which are likely to be available along the
railway, we must be prepared for serious interruption
to traffic. II

"Enemy attacks could create severe dislocation
at Narvik if we had no anti-aircraft defences. A reason

able scale of defence would, however, reduce bombing
accuracy, and with proper dispersion on our part, it
would require a high scale of German bombing effort
to achieve any serious effect."

"We must, in addition, be prepared for effective
attacks against any British air forces established in

this area. Owing to the few aerodromes available, our
squadrons and their own accessible reserve would be a

profitable target.
II

"Factors affecting the Employment, of British Air
Forces on the Narvik-Lulea line.

Before assessing the extent of the threat of
German air attack, it is necessary to examine the
possibility of providing air support to our own forces.

"British air effort in this area is governed by
the aerodrome situation. According to present information,
there are only three possible aerodromes. Two of these
are north-east of Narvik, 60 and 100 miles distant
respectively,
north-west of Lulea. We possess no: details.;.of the first

two and, since they are described as landing grounds, in

reports, they may prove unsuitable'for modem types of
aircraft. Boden is a proper aerodrome, but is only large
enough for certain types of fighter and amy co-operation
aircraft. It would seem, therefore, that our air effort
from land aerodromes might be limited to these types of

squadron,
aerodrome sites and using seaplane anchorages is being
investigated.

II

The other is at Boden, which is 25 miles

The possibility of obtaining additional

II
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"The above limitations will seriously restrict the air

support we could afford to this operation. Even if the
aerodromes north of Narvik prove suitable, we could not

at these distances give useful fighter protection over
vulnerable areas, and none of the aerodromes appears
practicable for bombers. "

"The early establishment of an Ariny Co-operation
squadron at Boden for reconnaissance work along the
Bothnia Coast is, however, very desirable. In view of
the likelihcod of the railway to Narvik being interrupted
the early accumulation of reserves at Boden for this
Squadron would be essential."

"Conclusions as to Gerriian air threat to the Galivare area.

Prom the foregoing factors we are forced to the
conclusion that Air Force units in the Narvik-Inlea area

could do little to ensure the safety of a British force
in northern Sweden. It is also necessary to assume
that it will be possible for the German Air Force to
cause perhaps very serious interruptions to the Narvik-
Lulea railway by air action. It is essential, therefore,
that an advanced'base should be built up ■ as soon as

possible and that some methods of transport alternative
to the railv^ay be organised as a subsidiary means of

maintaining the force, iin examination is required
to determine the use which could be imde of water

transport on Lake Tometrask."

"It is possible, however, that the air threat may
not develop immediately and since the time factor for the

approach of a German laiid advance should allow us time to

consolidate our position at Lulea we must endeavour to
store reserves in that area sufficient to tide over

interruptions in the operation of the railway. Once our

forces have established and dispersed themselves between
Galivare and Lulea, they should not present a vulnerable
target to air attack. If wo can offset the eneny threat to

the rail communications by alternative methods of transport
and provide for the A,A. defence of Narvik, enemy air
action should not render the operation inpracticable."

This part of the report, however, only dealt with the

iK5)lications of stopping Germany's iirports from the northern

There was another source of iron ore in theore fields.

southern, part of the country, at Grangsburg; the exports from

this district went through Oxelosund, and, although they viQre

far smaller than, those of the northern fields, the Chiefs of

Staff were satisfied that they, also, must be stopped if the

loss to Germany was to be decisive,

y/ith regard to this, the Chiefs of Staff \vere

satisfied;

"That substantial military and air assistance in
southern Sweden may. well bo the price that we shall
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have to pay for obtaining Norwegian anti Swedish
co-,operation in the north. For if' the Gernians

establish themselves in southern Sweden, and southern
Norway, and set up air bases there, they might well

is .impossible for us to maintain our forces in
the northern pant of the country.
Swed.en must, therefore, be held against'ha German
invasion. We can see no role for a small British
force in southern Sweden," ran the report,
force could not parevent a German landing
subsequent a,dvance inland,"

The whole of

"A small
rr a

The Chiefs of Staff how expi^aihod that this occupying

of southern Sweden would be a heavier charge upon the Air Force

than upon the The militaiy force would probably be

able- to hold a line from Oxelosund through.Norrkcping, lake

■ Vetter .and lake Vaner, with five divisions. This force,

and the Swedish ̂ Lrny that would be assisting it, v?ould,

however, be supplied and maintained over three long and

vulnerable lines of communications - one from .Trondhjem,
another from iiandalsnaes and a third from Bergen:

forces allotted to the expedition would, therefore, have to

the air

.  be sufficiently strong and sufficiently numerous to protect

these lines against bombing raids, and to support the limy's

operations along the line of the lakes. The inplications

of this were examined in the following passages of the report:—
II

The whole of southern Sweden and Nonmy is v^ithin
effective bombing range of a. largo proportion of the German
air striking force operating from bases in Germany.
Trondheim is 'within the extreme range of the force, but
German striking power would be much reduced. We must,
ho7\/ever, ejcpect a considerable threat to this base and
to the railways leading inland from it. This threat
would become more severe, and might ultimately imperil
the security of the communications of our forces in southem
oweden, if the Germans succeeded in establishing air
bases in southem Sweden."

"This applies even more strongly to the air threat
which would develop if Ge.rrnany secured the aei’odromes in
southem Norway referred to belovj.
anticipate that Gemiany may move into Denmark in order
to secure the use of aerodromes, in that country. Only two,
in northern Denmark, would, however, be of value to her, and
the additional threat from these'bases would be acceptable."

"Role of British Air Force.

We must also

V

"Provided that our forces could reach southem
Sweden before a German invasion, it might be possible for
us to operate a total of about twelve squadrons. Six of
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these squadrons night be bonbers, three fighters,
and three Arny Co-operation.
British boniber squadrons, operating intensively from
S'^edish' aerodromes, could probably cause considerable
dislocation to any German landing operations, but the
period for which they could maintain their attack would
depend largely on the extent to which the Germans had
developed their fighter resources and the degree of
security we had achieved at our own air bases in Sweden.
If the Germans succeeded in establishing one cr more
air bases in Swedish soil, the maintenance of the
British air effort would become increasingly difficult.
In the event of a withdrawal it would be essential

to render Sv/edish landing grounds and aerodromes unusable,

"If we did not succeed in obtaining a footing in
the extreme south' of Sweden before the Germans, our air

support would be restricted by lack of aerodromes to about

seven squadrons,"

"German air targets.

In this event,

"Apant from troops in the field, vjhich should not
offer much target, German air bombardment would probably
be concentrated on the destruction of our aircraft and

equipment on aerodromes and the railways maintaining
our militaiy and air forces in Sweden, 'The former would
be a serious threat owing to the limited number of
aerodromes and the impossibility of dispersal."

•  "There are four main lines from Trondheim and one

from Bergen, through Oslo. Moreoever, there is a net-work
of lines in southern Sweden, and repair gangs and
material should be readily available. The Bergen line,
which is the closest to Germany, might, however, be
seriously interrupted, and this fact, combined with the

greater vulnerability of Bergen itself in comparison with
Trondheim, would make it inadvisable to use the former as
a main base."

I

Conclusion on air operations.

There can be no doubt that the German air threat

to Sweden is great and that we could do,little to
On the other hand, we consider it a- fairreduce'it.

risk to operate Allied military forces on the scale
envisaged, based on Trondheim and other Norwegian ports,
though it may well become difficult to maintain those
forces in their forward positions if the Germans have
succeeded in establishing air forces in southern Norway
and Sweden, "

ir support for such an expedition could, however, only
be provided at the expense of our Metropolitan Air Force.
The allocation of fighter squadrons for operations in

Sweden would be a parti&ulirlyvserious commitment, and we

could, in fact, not afford more than a token protection to
the land forces."

II (\

The Chiefs of Staff were, moreover, persuaded that the

Germans would most probably retaliate by seizing naval and

air bases in southern Norway (whatever they might do in southern
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Sweden), £uad -with regard to this thqyreported;

Strategic advantages to Germany of occupying bases in

Norway.

Should the Germans succeed in establishing
themselves in southern Norway, they would be well
placed.to;-.

(a) intensify their attack on our naval forces
controlling the northern exit from the
North Sea and against our naval bases,
Scapa and the Shetlands are only 250 miles
from Stavanger, as conpared with nearly
500 miles from Germany, --

(b) keep part of our northern patrol under air
observation and thus facilitate surface

attack on those forces.

(c) intensify their submarine warfare by
refuelling .and refreshing U-boats returning
from patrol, thus saving the additional
voyage to and from Genmny.

(d) dispute the control of any minefields we might
lay in Norvvegian. waters, and even maintain a
swept channel through the minefield for
merchant shipping,

(e) intensify their attack on our convoys from
Norway,

(f) bring any communications' wc had established
via Trondheim under a greatly increased
scale of air attack,"

"Gemion aircraft operating from Norwegian aerodromes
would be the most serious air threat. This threat might be

reduced for about six months by extensive damage to the

aerodromes. This the Norwegians might be induced to
undertake themselves, but the only certain way of ensuring
the necessary damage v^ould be to do it ourselves,"

'  ' "As regards potential naval bases,.we could not
ensure their denial to the enerqy without seizing and

■■ holding them ourselves."

"Necessity for, and method of, forestalling the eneny.

Once the Gennans are established it wohld require
a major operation to dislodge,them. Hence it'would be

essential to forestall them. Small forces, augmented by
strong detachments of engineers, should be able to

, ensure extensive damage to the existing, aerodromes, and the

communications leading towards them, on the landward side."

"Given Norwegian collaboration, and provided we were
able to forestall the Germans, it should be possible to

'  land, and maintain small forces by sea, at Trondheim,
Bergen and Stavanger, .Once established, our control of sea

communications should be sufficient to prevent any
sustained seaborne attack on them, but they would have to be
sufficiently strong to deal with airborne or seaborne raids."

V
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"A small force could probably be conveyed, by >sea
to Ohristiansund also, but the exposed position of that

place would probably render its subsequent maintenance
by sea too difficult. We think, however, that it could
be maintained,overland from a base further north,"

"Oslo is a different proposition, A small force
could not be taken there by sea, although it might
be flown in. The operation is an important one for
study by our Service Staffs,
it is to be hoped that it would be adequately defended
by the Norwegians, and it is possible that they could be
relied on to prevent the two existing aerodromes from
falling into Germian handSii"

As Oslo is the Oapital,

the Chiefs of Staff reported;On the whole matter>

"It must be realised that to embark on an offensive

in Scandinavia in the spring of 19M3, represents a
fundamental change in oar policy,
policy has been to remain on the defensive on land and in

the air, while our armaments are increased. The plan under

review, however, vrould enable us to initiate in Jferch,
offensive operations which might well prove decisive. The

opportunity is a great one and we see no prospect of an

equal chance being afforded us elsewhere,
the strategy of operating in Scandinavia is sound, provided
vital Allied points elselvhere are secure. Those points are

the front in Prance, which, we think can be held, and Great
Britain and our sea-borne trade. The consequences of
a major offensive ■ against Gi^’eat Britain cannot be predicted
with any more certainty now than when our existing policy
was adopted and,our air defences are still far short of our

requirements. The policy under review, therefore, must
involve some risk. Nevertheless, in vievj of the possibility
of obtaining decisive results we think this risk can be

accepted,"

"We accordingly recommend the adoption of a policy
aimed at stop.p.ing the expiort of Swedush iron ore to Germany,
provided that- 3c-andinavian co-operation is first obtained, "

"There is a final consideration, which is not strictly
within our terms, of reference but which we think the War

Cabinet should have before them."

Up to date that

\7e consider that

"This report is based on the assumption that we hold
the initiative,

the German book that we should not take action in

Scandinavia and that the status quo should be maintained.

.  Iforeover, we assume that it would suit

If , however,' Germany became suspicious that we intended
to act, they might attempt to forestall us. Our hand would

then be forced and it v\rould be a race against time,"

tv

"The only course open to us would be to hamper and
delay the German invasion of Scandinavia by submarine
forces operating in the Baltic and by landing a snail,
hastily improvised, force at Narvik with the object of

picketing the Nan-n
and destroying the port facilities at Lulea.

railway, seizing the aerodrome at Boden,

"This force v?ould not be trained and equipped for
active operations in northern Scandinavia in winter, but it

would be capable of the above limited tasks until reinforced
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by an adequately equipped and properly prepared
expedition,”

It will be seen that the whole of this first report

started from the assuftption that the capture of Galivare and

Grangesburg ore fields was' only a feasible operation if the

TheSwedes and Norv?egians allowed us to enter the country.

Scandinavian Governments were, therefore, approached again.

during February, but their reception of anything that we

proposed was. as unconpromising as ever. The two Governments

shewed moreover that they were acting in the closest concerrt;

for a speech by tho WorosglaB. Forsilgpi. J/BLniot©r, D.actor

was followed by speeches of exactly the same substance

from the political managers in Sweden,

they, said, to keep the naval war from their own waters; to sign

no trading agreement v/ith one set of belligerents that would

excite ,the resentments of the other; and, in the matter of pure

domestic exports, such as iron ore, they intended to adhere to a

rule which we ourselves had done much to establish: That whatever

Koht,

They were 'deteiTidned,

quantity had been exported to a neighbouring Power when it v/as at

peace, should be exported to that country,when it was at war.

The most that the Scandinavian countries could be road© to promise

on this matter of iron ore nas therefore that they would not

increase their expo^rbs to Germany during war; and that they

would maintain their war trade to. both sets of belligerents at the

Seeing, therefore,figure that it had been at before war began,

that it was so unlikely that the Scandinavians v/ould assist us to

occupy a large part of their country, the War Cabinet invited tho

Chiefs of Staff to report upon seizing and holding tho Galivare ore

fields if the Norwegians and the Swedes resisted us.

Staff reported tha'c Scandinavian opposition would make the whole

project inpossible of execution;

"The first phase in these operations,” ran this second
report,"would be to capture the port of Narvik and, unless

The Chiefs of

C,0,S. (ifO)
200. l6,l.:i;X).
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We aohieved con^jlete surprise, the landing would be
opposed,"

"Nevertheless, in spite of casualties and delay V7e
have little doubt that we should overcome Norv/egian
oi^position and capture the port."

"The real difficulties, however, would only begin
when the force coraraenced its advance from Narvik. To

reach Galivare the expedition would have to undertake
a 150 mile advaxice over some of the most difficult
country in Horope, The only line of communication inland
from Narvik is one electrified railway with many tunnels
and running through precipitous country. Great masses
of rock overhang the line whichis a single track throughout
most of its length. The Norwegians and Swedes could easily
deny, its use to us by;~

(i removing rolling stock,
cutting off the electric power; or
demolishing the line, which has already

been mined in six; places on Norwegian
territory,"

(ii
(iii

"If they were to do so, we should be faced with, the
formidable task not only of repairing the damage but also

of landing locomotives and rolling stock at Narvik, where

the port facilities might have been destroyed. The only
alternative would be to construct a first-class mountain

This would be anroad from Narvik to Galivare.

enormous undertaking and could not possibly be completed
in time to forestall the Germans at the mines."

Even"Nor would that be the end of our troubles,

if we were able to establish a line of communication,
its protection and maintenance in hostile territory
would be a source of serious embarrassment and would add

greatly to the size of the commitment in northern
Scandinavia, "

"Prom the foregoing it would be seen that our
chances of reaching Galivare before next vdnter sets
in would be extremely remote if we were faced with a

hostile Norway and Sweden; and we could not hope to
forestall the Germans in a race for the northern
orefields if the latter landed near Lulea,"

"If German troops and aircraft reinforce the
Scandinavian forces opposing us, as;they well might
in the circumstances, we have no hesitation in saying
that we should be courting complete failure."

The War Cabinet now considered a further report upcnW.P. (i*0)
23

the preparation that would have to be made if the project were

to be persisted in and agreed,"That the service departnants

should be authorised to purchase stores and clothing,but that no

shipping was to be taken up without reference to the War

Cabinet,

Meanwhile, however, the French High Command communicated
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their views upon the Scandinavian project, and the Chiefs

of Staff, while they were only instructed to report upon the

¥.P. (40) instructions that would have to be given, if the project were

to be executed, considered it right to go beyond the terras

of reference that had thus been given them, and to report upon

intervention in Scandinavia .as a whole.

35.
28th Jan.

The Chiefs of Staff now considered that Germany would.

probably, take measures to assure her supplies of iron ore and

oil, before she attacked the iillies upon the Tfestem Front;

that is, she might attenpt to seise the Galivare iron deposits

as soon as the Baltic was free of ice, and might then turn to

the south-east for oil.

"In other words ne must make preparation for
•operations both in Scandinavia, and for maintaining a

defensive front in .support of our Turkish. Ally: , It is

not, of course, suggested that the iHlies could., operate
substantial forces in both areas simultaneously: but
neither is it considered that Germany could take the

■  offensive in both places at the same time."

The Chiefs of Staff, therefo3re, reported, that, by

intervening in Sweden, we should wrest the initiative from

Germany, but they again insisted (and on this the French

High Command agreed with them) that the Scandinavian

GovemnEnts must collaborate in the enterprise.

"The plans which we describe later, on this report,
are contingent upon this co-operation being obtained.
How this should be done is, of course, outside our
province."

With regard to the operation itself, it was to be

remembered that Lulea might be opened to shipping on about

April 26th: so, as this port was to be captured from Narvik,

the northern force must be ready to disenibark on March 20th,

This gave an interval of only 50 days between the time when

the Chiefs of Staff paper was being considered and the time

when every preparation was to be coirpleted: in the meantime

the following points called for consideration;
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The German air threat to Soandinavia,

There is, however, a point to which it is desired
to invite particular attention. The air defences of
Norway and Sweden are totally inadequate to meet the
overwhelming scale of air attack which Germany could
bring to bear on these countries and in particular on

the cities of southern Sweden, including Stockholm. It

seems likely, therefore, that the Swedish and Norwegian
Governments would not be prepared to expose themselves
to the danger of such attack, unless w/e could give them

categorical assurances of substantial assistance to meet it."

"So far as direct assistance is concerned, the air forces

which we could send to southern Scandinavia would, owing to
lack of operational facilities in southern Sweden and
Norway, be limited to two fighter squadrons, two bomber
squadrons and one lirmy Co-operation squadron. This force,
even with the addition of four heavy bomber squadrons
based on aerodromes in the United Kingdom, would be
unlikely to satisfy the Swedish and Norwegian Governments,"

"There remains the question of indirect assistance.
As to this, we invite attention to the possibility of
making a public declaration in advance that if Germany
’took the gloves off and initiated bombing in Scandinavia
that led to destruction of civilian life and property as
she did in Poland, we should immediately retaliate on
Germany,"

"It may be that an assurance of this kind would be
demanded by the Swedes and Norwegians as an indispensable
condition of their co-operation.

II

"As for the expedition itself, the operations to
which it would be committed would be these;"

"Northern Sweden

(i) A force would bo landed at Narvik, with the
role of moving up the Narvik-Galivare-Lulea
railway in order to occupy the Galivare ore
fields and Secure, and if necessary destroy
the port of Lulea in the event of a major German
landing when the ice breaks in the Baltic. "

Southern Sweden and Norway.

(ii) As an inducerix^nt we might have to offer to
secure the co-operation of the Swedes, and in
order to assist them against the German
attack vi/hich would in all probability result
from our seizure of the Galivaxe ore fields,
land and air forces would be sent to central

and southern Sweden, Their role would be to

co-operate v/ith the Swedish forces in resisting
an invasion from the south, and in opposing
any German attenpt at a landing on the east
coast as the ,ice receded. The possibility of
submarine operations against German sea
communications in the Baltic is being examined.
If practicable, these would clearly form a
9ost inportant element in the plan of canpaign.
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(iii) As a preliminaiy to the despatch of this
force, bases would have to be obtained at
Trondheim and Namsos. It would also be

necessary to deny to the Gemans Bergen and
Stavanger, which has a good aerodrome,"

"Bergen might be required as a subsidiary base for
ourselves, and its retention would also have the advantage
of securing the eastern end of the northern mine barrage.
l(7e should, therefore, remain in occupation of this jort,"

"At Stavanger our object would be to secure the
aerodrome in case it was required for our own aircraft,
^d also to prepare it for demolition, in order to deny
its use to the German air forces. Once the demolition,
if this became necessary, has been carried out, the force
landed there could bo withdrawn and absorbed in the main
forces operating in south Sweden, Any attenpt by the
Germans to re-establish the aerodrome could be inpeded and
probably prevented by air action,

"The above operations must be considered as part
of the main operations in Sweden,"

"Forces Required,

II

The forces required for these operations are as
follows

'Naval.

Up to ifO destroyers will be required continuously
for close escort duties during the time while the main
forces are being transported to Scandinavia - a period
of about two months,

convoys will become the principal preoccupation of the
Home Fleet throughout the operation,' Some 25 trawlers and
patrol craft will be needed for the local naval defence
of the base ports,"

In addition, protection of the

Military;

(i) North Sweden.. For the seizure of Galivare and
Lulea, an initial force of two brigades would be
needed. Any reinforcements required for this force
will be found from the main Allied Amy operating
in central and southern Sweden,"

(ii) Southern Sweden, The maximum force which could be
maintained through the bases at Trondheim and Namsos
is about five Allied divisions. We should be prepared
to send a force of this size to co-operate with the
Swedes,"

"The first flight would be -

an infantry brigade of regular troops, made mobile
with Iv^T, who would land at Trondheim and Namsos; and

(b) detachments of infantry and Royal Engineers to
secure Bergen and Stavanger,"

"This first flight vrould be followed by the remainder of
corps of three divisions, a proportion of which should be
regulars, in view of the mobile type of operations in which

(a)

a
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they might be engaged,
seoond corps of two divisions*

The third echelon would be a

Air.

(i) North Sweden, If an aerodrome is available,
one fighter squadron (from A,D,G,B,) and
one Amy Oo-operation flight (to. be newly raieed).

South Sweden, Two fighter squadrons and two
bomber squadrons from the Metropolitan Air Force
and one Array Co-operation squadron, together with
the necessary supplies for an, advanced operational
base for four heavy bomber squadrons which would
operate from the United Kingdom, ■

The special oo-operation of Coastal Command will
be required for reconnaissance and escort duties
during the expedition,"

(ii)

(iii)

"The total shipping involved amounts to some 20
passenger liners and 380,000 D,W. tons of other shipping
for the initial movement, which would take about two
months. Subsequently some 60,000 D.Yif, tons of shipping
would be permanently taken up for maintenance,"

It will be seen, therefore, that whenever intervention

in Scandinavia had been urged, the Air Staff had explained, with

great elaboration, that the communications upon which the whole

expedition would depend might well be endangered by attacks from

the Geimion Luftwaffe.

Ivfeanv/hile, however, a new reason for occupying northern!

Scandinavia had been added to the old. The Finns, who had been

attacked by the Russians in early November were reporting that

they were hard pressed, and that they would be obliged to submit

to the Russians if they were not assisted. During the

proceeding weeks, the seizing of the Galivam ore fields had been

examined and discussed as an operation in itself; but the

connection between it and the oan^jaign in Finland had never

been lost sight of; and this cry of distress from the Finns gave

a sharp) impetus to the plan, that was then maturing. The project

of intervening in Scandinavia was, therefore, laid before the

Supreme Council' of the Allies early in February, and was by them

on February 7th, the Y7ar Cabinet authorised the

Service Departments "To go full out with all preparations, and

approved;
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to be ready by March 20, including operations for Finland,

The first project was much altered by: thi-S' decision; ,,

the operation as originally conceived was . that the Allies

should enter northern Sweden and Norway, with the consent of

the Scandinavian Governments; that they should protect the

occupied parts against raids and dislocation; strengthen the

Swedish Army against a German invasion; and, by these measures,

turn Swedish ore from the German to the British market. The

project was now? that we should send a force into Finland, and

hold the principal ports of Norway so securely that the lines

of coimnunication of the forces operating in Finland should be

safe. The first purpose ofthe expedition, viz; the stoppage

of the German supplies of Swedish ore was as well secured by .the

second project as it would have been,by the first, but the

implications of the plans differed, and, in any case, the

second project called for far more embracing measures in the

air than the first, and the Air Staff made the following

observations upon it;-

"Trondheim is vjithin the extreme range of about
1,300 long range bombers and 120 coastal aircraft and a

limited number of bombers could, also be operated from
aerodromes in southern NoiTway, considerably closer to
Trondheim, It has been calculated that the scale of
attack on the base and the line of communication might
amount to something in the nature of 100 tons a day in
the initial stage, with a considerable increase if the
enemy were established on aerodromes iu southern Norway."

"y/e were inclined to think that the above

assunption - as to the scale of attack - possibly may be
an over estimate Nevertheless, the fact must be
faced that the scale of attack which we must be prepared
to endure will be very heavj,'' indeed. It must be borne in
mind that in the initial stages we shall be able to present
no opposition whatever - except such air defence as the
Norwegians and the Swedes may be able to afford with their
very limited resources on the assunption that they are
engaged actively on our .side.

• • # •

The force landing at Trondheim
includes one heavy and one light regiment of A,A. artillery
and a local balloon barrage. There.will be no fighters
available in the initial stages and subsequently only one
Gladiator and two Blenheim squadrons of which the.former may have
to be detached to the north, " A

It was'to be remembered moreover, that this severe attack

would be directed against a line of communications that would
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havo-to-lDe naintainecl at all costs.

"We have now to rely upon Trondheim as a base port
for two purposes:

(a) for the forces operating in central Sweden
(we have recognised, that, in the worst case,
these forces may fail to give effective aid
to the Swedes),

for the transport of forces destined for
Finland, "

0^)

"Unless the capacity of the Narvik-Lulea line proves
more satisfactory than the present information indicates,
the subsequent maintenance of the forces destined for
Finland may also have to be based in Trondheim, Thus if
the scale of enemy attack is such as to stop the
efficient working of Trondheim and its forward communicat
ions, we may be unable to despatch forces to Finland or
to maintain them,"

If the GermansThis, moreover, was not all,

succeeded in occupying southern Sweden, without, however,

expelling us from the northern part, the Ministry of

Economic ViTarfare estimated that some 3,000,000 STJedes,

and a great part of the Swedish Army would have to be

equipped, and at least partially fed, by the Allies; and,

that, if this vi/ere to be done, some 50,000 tons of goods

would have to be dealt with, monthly, at Trondheim, the

very port that vrould bo subjected to the severest attack

0,0, S, (AO)
2A2, S,

that the Luftwaffe could direct against it:

"The more nearly a port and railway system are
working to their maximum capacity, the more serious
will be the results of any interruption such as may
result from a,.heAvy scale of air attack.

!f,

The report was thus concluded;

"Finally we should, perhaps, draw attention to
the fact that the ne?/ factor introduced by the
Ministry of Economic Warfare.,,combined with the
scale of enemy air attack on the base.and line of
communication must effectively dispose of any idea
that v;e could send strong reinforcements into Sweden
and build up a battle front, held by Allied land and
air forces, sufficient to withstand indefinitely, the
scale of land and air attack that Germany could
bring against it."

These warnings, which v/ere almost all drafted.byiAir

Ooraraodore Slessor, were endorsed by the Joint Planning Sub

committee and considered by the Chiefs of Staff on February lAth;
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it v>/as recognised that the warnings of the Air Staff were well

founded; indeed, the Chiefs of' Staff expressly endorsed the

final paragraphs of the report (Fehruary l^th).

■ There was, moreover, another, and even more serious

inplication to this planof intervening in Scandinavia, and of

opening.up a new theatre there.

Force had been operating against fortified harbours, air bases, and

ship^ . of war;

was surrounded by residential areas, or dwelling places, no

matter how legitimate an attack upon it might be,

had observed a similar code, and we had every reason to adhere

Since the war began, our Air

and had refrained from bombing any target if it

The Germans

to it, as it was patent that the Germans, with their larger

Air Force, could do far more damage.to our cities, our workshops

and our industries than we could do to theirs. Trtiether this

code should continue to be observed, .and at what point it would

be to our advantage to initiate a more drastic and embracing

practice were/ indeed, questions that were being examined

For we could not decide.between ourselves and the French,

how our bomber forces vi?ere to be enployed during the spring

campaign, until both sides were in agreement, not merely on

matters of principde, but on their practical application. Now

it seemed to the Air Staff that the operations in Scandinavia might

well force us to abandon the practice.s that we had hitherto

observed before we v?ished to do so. Their observations ran

thus:-

"The Air Staff have no 'wish.to play the machinery of

negation or to go back upion their recommendations. It is,
however, their duty to ensure that: Ministers are fully aware

of the possible consequences
conditionally adopted in respect to Scandinavia,

of the policy vie have• • • •

D, of Plans
liinute on

W,P. (AO) 55
lA/ll/AO,

"¥e are deliberately adopting a course of action which
may'well open ui3 full air war. At the same time, we are

sending to Scandinavia, as a token force, 3 pnt of our 3A
mobilizable fighter squadrons in the U,K.' This :v/ill leave

us, tov the protection of our sea borne trade only 50A
mobilizable fighters out of a requirement of 8if8 and even

that requirement was^ set before we had to undertake certain
added commitments which have arisen since the war. In

addition, by undertaking-preparations for the Scandinavian
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e:q)edition, we have already retarded the formation of

additional fighter squadrons, notably the four Blenheim
fighter squadrons for trade protection in the North Sea."

"It is true that action in Scandinavia Ti/ill represent
a diversion for the German force. But they could probably
allot to operations in Scandinavia, a force at least as

strong as they used in Poland and still have left a
sufficient force to undertake large scale air attacks upon
our North Sea shipping and ports.

II

"Finally we may have to ojien the unrestricted air
war against Germany with a bomber force, already small,
still more reduced by the allotment of 6 squadrons to
operations in Sweden,"

These objections were not considered sufficient to

justify any halt in the preparations that were then being made,

and measures were taken to collect the follovdng forces:

0*0,S, iko) The Narvik force was to consist of about two brigades;
238.
12,ll.if0, and a demi-brigade of Chasseurs Alpins,

The air forces for northern Scandinavia were to consist

of one Army Go-operation flight and one fighter squadron,

lfl6 flight (Havdkinge) and 263 Squadron (pilton) were detailed.

They were to land at Trondheim and were to operate from Kemi

and Boden aerodromes.

In southern Norway 1 British battalion was to be

landed at Trondheim, 2 at Bergen and 2 at Stavanger, No air

forces were allotted to these troops.

Three divisions were to operate in southern Sweden, and

were to be supported by two Blenheim fighter, two Blenheim

The whole of thisboniber and one Army Go-operation squadron.

force was not then collected..and only the follovi/ing squadrons

were under orders to prepare for foreign service.

No, 15 Squadron (Blenheims^ Ts/yton,
1^3 Squadron (Blenheims) VJyton.
23 (fighter) Squadron, Yfittering,

60!+ (fighter) Squadron, Northolt.

The Finnish force was to consist of a demi-brigade of

Chasseurs Alpins, and two battalions of the French Foreign legion.

They, were to move into the country as soon as a base had been

No air forces were to accoiiponysecured in-the Gulf of Bothnia*
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this expedition; but the Air Poixje squadrons in northern and

southern Scandinavia might be diverted into Finland if

circumstances allowed.

During these long preliminaries, the Staffs of the

three Services had-never modified their first condition: that

operations in Scandinavia were only feasible if our forces

entered Norway and Sweden with the good will of the Scandinavian

Govemmenie, Indeed, they had recently been instructed to

examine this matter again and to report on what could be e;'fec.ted

G,0,S. (40)

21st Feb.
493

if we landed without the Scandinavians' consent and if the

The report, vjhich was

prepared by the Joint Committee, repeated all that had

/iftor making an estimate of the forces

Norwegians and the Swedes resisted us.

previously been said,

that the Germans would despatch as soon as the first shots were

fired in Sweden and Norway; and after again shewing that the

German Air Force would attack and inperil our system of communicat

ions, the report concluded;

"Y/ithout Scandinavian co-operation we cannot hope
to forestall the Germans in a race for Galivare, If the

Scandinavians opposed us actively they would certainly
be reinforced by the Germans and v/e should be courting
complete failure,"

To this first condition, that the Scandinavians must

assist us, the Service Staffs now thought to add another which

was that the consent of the Scandinavian powers mustbe obtained

and 40 (245)S, by J^hrch 11th, as it was essential to success that the expedition
(1)

should forestall any raovo that the Germans might make, ,

See 0,0,S,

40(243) 3

(1) The time table thought essential by the Staff was;

5th I\ferch; Forces for Bergen, Stavanger and Trondheim
to be ready.

5th-12th March: Negotiations with Norway and Sweden.
12 th flarch:

12^ih March;;
26th IJarch:

1st ships of the expedition sail.
Personnel ships sail.
Later date on which the store ships of the

expedition could safely sail.
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How this consent should ho obtained was a matter upon which

there was little agreement.

In the first place, the Naval Staff wished to send out

a minelaying expedition against Narvik, and to block up the

harboui^f'^ They wished to do tsouthern approaches to' the his

independently of any expedition that might be undertaken

elsewhere, and claiired that it would, pj^^obably, provoke the

Germans to do something retaliatory, and that this would give

The Frenchus an excuse for intervening in Scandinavia,

Government also wished to act at once and urged us to seize

See Aide

Ifemoire

22nd Feb.

from the

French

Government,

Their reasons were; that it wasa number of ports in Norway,

unlikely that the Swedes would ever agree that Allied troops

should pass through Sweden to operate in Finland; but, that if

the British Government seized some Norvjegian harbours by v;ay of

retaliating upon the country for allowing the German auxiliary

iUtmark to pass through Norwegian waters all would be different.

On hearing that the Allied troops were established in Norway,

the' Swedes would, "Have the certainty that the Allies could

afford it immediate and efficacious assistance; would feel

safe against German pressure, and, would allow the iiilies

to enter the country,"

The proposal was thus criticised in the Plans

Division of the Air Ministry

"This is a proposal that we should invade Norway
in order to persuade Sweden to send assistance to
Finland

only can have any chance of modifying the position of
the Swedish Government and that is the certainty that
the Allies are in a position to afford it immediate and

efficacious assistance against Germany,
can be, no such certainty,
half of Sweden, including the capital, and all the most

iuportant cities are within range of, a Geraan,,bomber
force of 2,000 aircraft ,,, How do the French imagine
that we can protect them against these throats ? "

In paragraph A, it is said, one factor» • •

There is, and
The whole of the southern

This proposal was not a new one; for it had been urged, at intervals by
the Admiralty, since the closing months of the previous year. It was,
however, brought up again, at about this time, and was pressed with great
insistence.

(1)
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The French proposal was not agreed to*

of laying mines in Norwegian v/aters was laid over, but not

rejected outright; and it was decided to get the consent of

A special envoy

was sent to Finland, and was instructed to

persuade the Finns to issue an appeal for helps having

received this appeal, our Government would press the

Scandinavian Governments to allow us to pas^ troops through

their countries; when this consent was given, the forces that

were then being assembled would occupy Norway and Sweden and

bring the two countries under our control,

vJas fully mobilized and ready to move by midnight February

25/26; the Commanders of the forces for Narvik, Finland and

the ports in southern Norway had by then visited the Yfer

Office and had received their instructions.

On Jilarch 2ru3 our IJlnisters at Stockholm and Oslo carr

ied out their instructions.

The project

the Scandinavian Governments by diplomacy.

(Brigadier Ling)

The whole force

They ;asked that two brigades

Progress
Report
T/eek ending
28th Feb,

F.O.

93 Dipp to
Stockholm

70, Dnpp to
Oslo

1st l!ar.

1940.

should be allowed to land at Trondheim and Narvik on Ilarch 20th,

and that «he Norwegians, and the Swedes should assist their

passage into Finland. This force would subsequently be

increased to a divis ion; three fighter squadrons; one bomber

squadron and one Array Go-operation squadron would bo set

apart for operations in northern Norway and Sweden, Our

ministers also informed the two Scandinavian Governments

that the iij-lies were ̂prepared, to assist them, with strong

forces,' if the Gtermans threatened them; and that Bergen,

Stavanger and Trondheim would be secured four days after

consent had been given. Our Ministers v/ere also informed

(but were instructed not to divulge) that we proposed to hold

the southern and western parts of Norway with fiTO battalions;

and that we would send three divisions and a brigade into

southern Sweden,
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The Norwegian and Swedish Governments answered all

this by saying, that, if they accepted these proposals, they

would turn their countries into a theatre of viar without

Indeed, w?hen the Swedish Minister forsaving the Finns,

Tels, 97 &

99 Dipp from
Stockholm

2nd & 3rd
Iferch,

foreign affairs rejected oUr piroposals he said''that the

Allies were more interested in using Scandinavia as a

battle ground for their war against Germany than in saving

the Finns - i

Vrtien this refusal was received, the Service Staffs

were again instructed to report whether the expedition

could be persisted in, notwithstanding that the Scandinavian

iigain the ChiefsGovernments refused to sanction it.

0.0,S,

AO (262) S.

of Staff reported that nothing should be attenpted in these

Even though the Norwegians and Swedes did not

actively resist us, they could still bring the whole project

to ruin by removong the rolling stock from their railways and

cutting off electric po?/er from the towns and railways,

the report concluded,

Swedish and Nonvegian co-operation is essential if we are to

have any chance of forestalling the Germans in the Lulea

circumstances.

V/e

thatare still of the opinion.

See A,M»

Tel.PBAO
18. Ill, ifO.

Galivare area.

At this time it was suspected that the Finns

were on the point of surrender, and a few days later.

The Finns accepted all the Russian

conditions. and:the Peace Treaty between the two countries

this was confirmed.

The Government at once gavewas signed m liarch

orders that the expedition to Scandinavia was to be dispersed.

The following Air Force units were then ready to sail, and

they were all involved'in the order.

See 3.3633. Assembly Station.

Cardiff

Filton

Benson

Wyton
Tfyton

(Cont

Unit,

935 Balloon Squadron
263 (Fighter) Squadron,
R,A,F, Component Headquarters
15 (Boniber) Squadron
AO (Bonber) Squadron d,)
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Unit, Asseiiibly Station.

23 (Fighter)Squadron
^604 (Fighter) Squadron
416 imqy- Co-operation Flight
16 Arrqy Go-operation Squadron
50 Servicing Plight '
51 Seivicing Plight
10 Observer Screen

400 Communication Plight
3  Base Area
12 Port Detachment

150 lilaintenance Unit
20 A.S.P.

3  14R.S.

68 Fighter ¥ing Headquarters
3  Transportable Vf/T Unit
20 A.S.P.

11 R. and S, Section
12 R, and S. Section

Wittering
Northolt

Hawkinge
Ha-wkinge
Granfield

Cranfield

Cranfield

Hendon

Uxbridge
Uxbridge
Henlow

Henlow

Halton

Wittering
Hendon

Henlow

Henlow

Henlov;

V/hen the Scandinavian Governments thus brought our plans

for succouring Finland to nothing, it was felt that our

influence over the smaller Powers of Europe would fall very

low unless something were done to raise it; and it seemed

as though the best vjay of effecting this Yjas to revive our

original plans against the Galivare ore fields. Only one

part of that plan was, however, executable;

Narvik, but to advance into the Swedish orefields from the

we might seize

port of Narvik was now out of the question; for it was .

inconceivable that the Swedes would allow it to be done.

’u.p, (40) The French, however, argued with great

insistence that we could not abandon the whole matter, and
112

urged that we should establish naval control of Norwegian

7;aters and enforce it by seizing certain strategic points in

These proposals were in harmony with a plan that theNorway,

Naval Staff had been entertaining since the contents of the

For, in a Paper thatRusso-Pinnish Treaty had become known,

was circulated to the War Cabinet on liarch 14th, the First

Lord argued, that the Russians had secured such advantages

by the cessions that had been forced upon the Finns, that

they could threaten both northern Norway and northern Sweden; and
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that we might soon expect them to demand the right to set

up bases on 'the ioe free ports of Narvik, Petsamo and

JiiUrmansk,

W.P* (ifO) Even though w® cannot proclaim that we are
going to help Finland at this juncture",the report
concluded, "circumstances may soon arise where we shall
have to do so. Ifcreover, we can at least take our
stand on the principles of the covenant and declare
that we shall take all steps to stop supplies from
members of the League to the German aggressor, as a
start, we are going to Nar'/ik,"

This project was a considerable departure from the

II

65

previous ones, in that the stoppage of ore supplies to Germany

could not possibly be effected by it, and it had been regarded

as axiomatic, in all previous discussions on the subject, that

only a complete and iDrolonged stoppage of all Swedish supplies

of iron ore would Justify intervention in Scandinavia.

French authorities, who realised that this was the weakness of

any operation that was directed solely against Narvik, urged,

however, that the British should mine the harbour of Lulea from

the air, ajid so block up both ends of the ore route,

undertook to assist us with seven sea-planes that could each

The

They

G.0.3.(40)
27

The Air Staff's objectionscarry a load of 2,000 kilogrammes,

to this latter plan were strong; for they foresaw that we could

not stop the movement of ore ships from .Lulea by performing

sporadic acts of war against the harbour; that .if we did so

we should provoke the Swedes to opposition; and that they

could easily,bring the operation to nothing by stationing

the fighter squadrons near the harbour.

Their strongest objection was, moreover, that we might

quite well ]provoke unrestricted air warfare, and all its

consequences - the bombing of London and of the industrial

midlands - by ,an unsuccessful e:xpedition against a neutral

If we are going to start air action leading to

loss of civil life", wrote Air Commodore Slessor, "let us start

with civilians in Germany, and not with Scandinavians in a

l

harbour.

D, (sf Plans

0, R.B,

•  ̂ V ■

Neutral port.
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After a protractecl discassion^betvveen the French and

British Staff, it was agreed that the Supreme War Council

of the Allies must consider the project and decide. The plan,

and its diplomatic preliminaries were, therefore, laid before

the Supreme CoQncil on March 28th, and were by them approved;

and the followingopreiaarations .were at once taken in hand.

After notes had been presented to the Norwegian and

Swedish Governments, mines were to be laid in the approaches to

Narvik and the Tfestfjord. IThen the mining v/as completed, aG.O.S. (AjO)

brigade of three battalions, and a French contingent were to
269

be landed at Narvik: they w/ere to secure the port, and

advance up the railway to the Swedish frontier. Two British

battalions were then to be landed at Stavanger, two battalions

were to land at Bergen and one at Trondheim,

were "To forestall the Germans at those places" and to nB.ke

all preparations for destroying Stavanger aerodrome. With

regard to air forces, it was decided that none should

acconpany the expedition in the first instance; but, that,

if the Narvik force did, later on, find occasion to move on to

Galivare, then, an ibraiy Co-operation flight, and a fighter

squadron might have to be sent.

On April 5th our i!lnisters at Stockholm and Oslo

presented identical notes to the Norwegian and Swedish

Governments, In these notes it was stated:

These forces

"That the Allies v;ere new persuaded that the
German Government was not allowing the Scandinavian
Governments the freedom in the management of their
affairs which they were entitled to enjoy. This being
so, the Allied Governments could no longer acquiesce in
a state of affairs that allowed Germany to draw resources
from Sweden and Norway that were vital to her prosecution
of the V\?ar; and to enjoy facilities in those countries
which placed the Allies at a dangerous disadvantage. The

Allied Governments, therefore, felt it incumbent upon them
selves to notify the Scandinavian Governments that they would
assert and defend certain vital interest,by. all. the measures

that they thought necessary for the purpose. These vital

interests were; that if Finland were again attacked, the

-fillies would not tolerate that Norway and Sweden should

debar them from giving the Finns such assistance as they

F,0, tels,

109 to Oslo
131 to
Stockholm

^.IV.40.
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thought proper to be given; that if Norway or
Sweden concluded an exclusive political agreement
with Geimany, the Allies would regard it
agreement directed against themselves, notwithstanding
that its ostensible purpose were to give aid to the
Finns; that, if the Soviet Government attempted to
obtain a footing on Norway's Atlantic seaboard the
illlies would consider that their vital interestswere
endangered, and; that the Allies would not allow the

course of the war to be influenced against them by
advantages that Germany w;as deriving from Sweden and
Norway, and that they would take whatever measures
were most proper to prevent Germany from obtaining those
resources and facilities."

as an

General

Mackesey's
papers.

li/hen this note was presented, the troops allotted to

the expedition were embarking;

the two days following (April 6th, ?th).

the embarkations continued' o

On April yth,

n

Iiiajor General Mackesey, who was to command the expedition,

went aboard H.M.S. Aurora;

the positions that had been selected, and, on the following

the Navy laid minefields in

morning, the Allied Governments announced what they had done.

They stated;

For full text

see Norway and
the war, by
Monica Curtis,
pp.if3 et seq.

"The German Government were prosecuting their
campaign at sea with great barbarity; and that,- while
the Germans professed only to attack Neutral vessels
that ¥i/ere on their way to England, they were, in fact,
sinking Neutral ships that w(ere on their way from
Neutral port to another,

repeatedly sunk by these savage proceedings; yet the
German Govemiment insisted that their own trading
vessels should enjoy the protection of Norwegian waters;
that they should be allowed to carry iron ore from
Narvik to Germany, and, that Norwegian warships should
escort them. This being so, the iillied Governments
could no longer tolerate a state of affairs in which
the German Government disregarded any rule of inter
national comity that was burdensonB to them, and
insisted upon a strict observance of all rules that
were to their advantage; and as the right to retaliate
upon an enemy'that disregarded the law of Nations
universally admitted, so, the jlllied Governments had
determined to make it impossible for Germany to dravj upon
the resources of Norway without let or hindrance,
consequence of this, the Allies declared that they had
mined the Vestfjord, and that they had placed two
minefields between Kristiansand and Bergen,"

The expeditionary force was to have sailed on the

evening of this same day (April 8th); but the reports that

were received during the day, from our patrols shewed that

heavy German units were at sea, and the first convoys were.

one

Norv/egian ships had been

was

In
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in consequence held in harbour. During the night news came in

that the G-erimns had themselves invaded Norway and had forestalled us.

It will be necessary at this point to see what warnings we had

received that this was intending.

The preliminary movements and the distribution of

enemy's forces are, as a rule, the best indication that an

operation is intended.

an

In this particular case, the distribution

of the German /irray, and of the Luftwaffe made it permissible to

infer that the Germans intended to start the spring canpaign by

invading Belgium and Holland; but they did not allow any certain

inference to be drawn about what the Gormans intended to do in

Scandinavia, The bulk of the German iirmy - 89 infantry

divisions. If armoured divisions, and !+ mountain divisions -

massed on the T/estem Front; and our intelligence division

was

were certain, from the positions where bridges were being built,

and from other subsidiary indications that the next move would be

made in the valley of the lower Rhine,

stationed on the Baltic coast; but their presence there only

proved that an invasion of Scandinavia was possible and not that

it was intended.

Six divisions were

The distribution of the Luftwaffe can only be studied

from a map (q,v,), and it would be tedious to say more about

it than this; That the distribution of the bomber, fighter and

Array Co-operation Gruppen vms conpleraentary to the distribution

of the Amy divisions. The main fighter forces were massed

along the lower and the middle Rhine; behind the fighters, the

bomber and dive bomber Gruppen were deployed on a long

quadrilateral, whose northern side lay between Wilhelmshaven and

HaralDurg and whose southern side passed through Stuttgart, Ulra and

Munich, In addition to this, a chain of double engine fighter,

bonfcer, and dive bor^Der Gruppen ran eastwards, from Oldenburg to

east Prussia; and the coastal Gruppen were massed on the. Schlesv/ig
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Like the Armycoast, near Sylt, and in the Baltic, round Kiel,

divisions on the Baltic coast, the Luftwaffe squadrons in this

northern chain of stations could obviously be used for an invasion

of Norway; but nothing indicated that they would be; for they

were not reinforced during the months when the iUlies were

maturing their projects against the Norwegian harbours.

See Director It was, therefore, certain -only thht the German Armiea

of Plans papers
passim, would attack Prance through Belgium and Holland, when the

canpaigning season arrived; and it must always be remembered

that during the first months of the year 1940, the Air Staff

was principally'engaged in preparing plans, and in concerting

measures with the French, for meeting an onslaught that would be

delivered with forces that were greatly superior to our ov/n.

This was the preoccupation of those days, and vi^hatever was

projected, or decided, in regard to Norway was determined by

what had previously been determined with regard to Prance,

There was thus no general indication that the Germans

intended to invade Norway; the particular indications were

stronger, and deserve to be closely examined.

First, the Scandinavian itinisters were all aware that we

desired to establish bases on their coasts, and were convinced

that our protests about the Narvik ore trade, and our

proposals for succouring Finland were intended to advance our

V/hen the project of raining Norwegian waters was firstdesigns,

communicated to the Scandinavian Governments, the Swedish

Secretory General asked "whether wo had not enough small countries

on our consciences edready ? and King Haakon enquired, "T/as

P.O, Tels,

from Oslo;

14.1.40.

Norway's neutrality to be violated for a trade in iron ore that

she was entitled to pursue ?" Simultaneously the Svenska

P.O. Tel,
from Stock

holm 5 Saving.assisting Finland' were, actually, plans for securing bases on the
IS.l.AO.

Dagblad published a long article, explaining that our plans for

eastern side of the North Sea, Later, when British Naval forces
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P.O.Tels.

71, 75 from
Stockholm

2i.II.J4jO and

20 Saving
from Stock

holm 23.11,14.0.

,

entered Josing fjord and released the British prisoners that

 were being carried in the German auxiliary cruiser A5-tmark, the

Swedish and Norwegian press were much disturbed that the

British newspapers had suppressed every syllable of the

Norwegian case, wfhich was:

"That the Altmark was a German war vessel; that,
as such, she was entitled to pass through Norwegian
waters without being searched; that Great Britain had
always upheld the rule of law which allowed belligerent
war vessels to pass through territorial waters of a
Neutral Power; and that, as for the prisoners that were
on board the Altmark, British text books of law maintained
that prisoners on board a man of war need not be released
if the war vessel entered the territorial waters of a

Neutral Power, because the war vessel still had an extra

territorial status, (l).

All this, said the Scandinavian editors, was suppressed

and ignored in Great Britain in order that the British people

might be made to think that the Norwegian Government were allowing

the territorial waters of the country to be used for improper

purposes; and that our plan for seizing bases might be thought

to be a plan for policing the coast and for enforcing the law

of Nations,

Tel,105 Dipp.
from Stockholm

6,III.i40.

A few weeks later, our Minister warned the Government

at 11/hitehall, that all that we proposed to do in Scandinavia was.

more or less common property", and that our plans for seizing

bases,in Norway were being widely canvassed. In his speeches on

March 15th,Dr.Koht stated "That the western powers would

have secured some advantages by keeping the war in Finland

In his speechgoing and by dragging in Norway and Sweden,

of April 6th the Norwegian Foreign Minister referred to British

plans for enterprises within Norwegian territories. Quotations

could be multiplied; and it is, in fact,not too strong to say

that if the German authorities had been guided only by what the

Norwegian press were publishing about our intentions, they would

have been sufficien+^ly well informed about our designs to lay

Actually, the German diplomatsplans for forestalling them.

(1) 3e© Oppenheira, International Law. 6th edition Vol, II para, 34-5.
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.. in Norway, aoid . Sweden had anple means of testing the truth

of what was being canvassed in the Scandinavian press; for it

is.never possible to keep a long negotiation so secret that

only the negotiating parties know of it. It was, therefore,

certainly to be inferred that the Germans had fully penetrated

our intentions, and were preparing to thwart us.

It must be added, however, that the Germans concealed

their plans very skilfully; for the positive indications that an

operation against Norv/ay \vas inpending were only discemable

at the last moment, and even then they were not strong. On

Air Ministry
War Room

Summary 269.

March l?th, the German authorities circulated the code word

'Spannung': this was an order that all forces should be brought

to the, greatest possible readiness; and it now seems probable

See Amy
Quarterly
Vol. XLIII.

No. 2.

Article VIII.

that it was issued as a first preliminary to the operation

against Norway: at the time, it was talcen to inply that the

expected attack against Holland and Belgium was impending.

Fairly late in Iferch, the Swedish Staff learned that the

Germans Y/ere collecting shipping in the Baltic; that they

were preparing to invade Noirway; and that the pretext would be

that the British were preparing to seize the Norwegian harbours.F.O. lifO Dipp.
from Stockholm

26.111.40. An officer on the Staff of the Swedish Defence Ministry reported

this to our Minister in Oslo who communicated it on March 26th,

Five days later, our Minister made a digest of a report that

the newspaper Stockholms Tidningen had just received from its

office in Berlin; it ran thus;

"In circles in close touch with German Government

it is declared that in course of the past twenty-four
hours developments wfhich are fraught with immense danger for
Neutrals and particularly for Scandinavian countries have
set in. They themselves do not seem to realise the dangers
of situation. But they would perhaps grasp the situation
if they considered determination of T/estem Powers to stop
export of iron ore to Germany at any price, in conjunction
with fact,that Germany is dependent on this export of iron

ore in order to carry on war at all,
of Scandinavia, the British fleet controlling the Gattegat
and neutral waters through which Gemiany obtains her supplies
from the north, whore will all this lead ?
‘Germany Will find herself constrained to protect her vital

The Eaglish 'policing

The moment when
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interest by all means at her cominand is approaching xaearer

That Western Powers have only decided
to disregard neutrality of Scandinavian countries aocordin,
to maxim 'he who is not for us is against us' is now
considered to have been demonstrated,"

to

.  than people realise.

Tel, 28 Saving
from Oslo

30,III.ifO,

On Iiferch 30th, German aircraft reconnoitred Oslo, Bergen,

Hardanger Fjord and Kristiansand^

Minister in Stockholm was informed, that the Swedish authorities

Two days later, our

now knew that about 200,000 tons of shipping had been lying at

Tel,155 Dipp.
from Stockholm

2.IV,2<jO,

Stettin and Swinemunde, for the past week, and that troops

were embarked; and that the object was believed to be to

deliver a counter stroke, in the event of a British attack

The Swedishupon Narvik, or some other Norwegian harbour.

official who informed our Minister of this added, that they

did not believe that the force would be used for invading

Scandinavia, Nevertheless, when the Sv;edish Minister in

Tel,l6l Dipp
from Stockholm

Berlin asked why these troops .and ships were being collected

in the Baltic, no answer was given him.

Some further indications were detected by the aircraft

that were patrolling the Bight and the North Sea; but these

indications were fragmentary; for the major movements of the .

invasion started from the Baltic ports, atid were thus out ^

Nevertheless, on April 6th (which

appears to be the day when preparations for the expedition

first began) the bomber squadrons in the Bight and the

photographic reconnaissance aircraft sighted a concentration

of reach of our patrols.

of Nava^ vessels in T/ilhelmshaven; a. large Naval vessel

off Heligoland, on a northerly course, and a convoy of

50 vessels, 100, miles W. by N. of Borkum,
(1)

During thSee II H/a/5
April 6th,
See 3 Group
Ops, Record
Book,

e night.

aircraft from 38 and 45.Squadrons reported

much traffic on the motor roads between Hamburg and Lubeck and

between Sedberge and Lubeck,

That there was

r  (2) ' On the follovi/ing day.

(1) It is doubtful whether this convoy was connected with the operations
against Norway; it was on a westerly course when sighted,

(2) 38 Squadron, ¥ellingtons,stationedat i.Iarhan/3 Group); ?S Squadron (New
Zealand), Wellingtons, stationed at PeltiiVell (3 Group;,
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signs of German raoveraent continued to be reported: at

0805 hours an aircraft from 220 Squadron sighted six destroyersOperations
Record Book,

21,107 sqnS. and an escort of eight aircraft steering N, by Yf, from a

at 1525 hours aircraft
(1)

position 18 miles N,YY.N. of Heligoland;

from 21 and 10? Squadrons sighted a battle cruiser, a pocket

battleship, two cruisers and ten destroyers steering north

from a position 76 miles N.YY, by ̂  ¥, from Heligoland,

During the afternoon, 12 aircraft from 9 and 115 Squadrons

searched the Heligoland Bight; at 1525 hours they were

(2)

attacked by a force of Me, 110's and two of them were shot

dovm. The wireless interception service reported at the

end of the day that twenty or more German aircraft had been

operating from Y/angeroog and YYesterland, and that they had been

sweeping the northern part of the North Sea between the

As a consequence of all this,,

the ships that were carrying the first echelons of the

expeditionary force to Norway were ordered to remain in

harbour.

Shetland islands and Norway,

(4)

Air Ministry
Yfer Room

Summary.

YY/T Intelli
gence Summary
No. 218,

Daily Summary
of Naval Events

No, 216.

On April 8th, which was the second day of the German

operation, six aircraft from 110 Squadron reconnoitred the

Bight and saw nothing unusual; the weather was, however.

Air Ministry
Y/ar Room

Summary
No, 265.

foggy and rainy, and at times the pilots could only see

Eurther north, a Sunderland from500 yards ahead of them,

20A Squadron sighted one battle cruiser, two Leipzigs and

two destroyers in Lat, 6if° of 'N 6° ;

The Admiralty learned, moreover, that a German battleship, two

25'E a;t 11-00 hours.

Koln class cruisers and a force of destroyers were passing

220 Squadron, Hudsons, stationed at Thomaby. (l8, coastal Group). •
21 Squadron,Blenheims, stationed at Watt.on (2 Group); 107 Squadron

stationed at YTattisham (2 Group).
(3) 9 Squadron, Wellingtons, stationed at Honington (3 Group), 115 Squadron,

YYellingtons, stationed at 1/iarham (3 Group).
(a) For reconnaissance flightsperforraed during the days April 6/8

Appendix.

see
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/»nholt island, in'the Kattegat at 1500 hours, and that the

DlUcher and two- other cruisers were to the north east of the

■'■iliile these Naval movements were being

executed a nunSoer of aircraft from Kamtofgeschwader 26 (Lubeok)

were sweeping the north'eni part of the North Sea, and units from

other formations in north western Germany v/ere patrolling the

Slcaw at 1815 hours*

W/T
Intelligence
Service

Between 2000 and 2200 hours Scajpa Plow wasFrisian islands.

(1)attacked three times by small detachments of long range bonbers;
report end
ing midnight at 2315 hours, rather more than an hour after the last attack was
3th April.

delivered, seven German ships were off the south western comer

of Norway on a westerly course.

These various reports sufficed to shew that German Naval

units were on the move; but they in no way justified the

inference that Scandinavia was being invaded. The convoys of

our.own expeditionary force were, therefore, kept in harbour

during the 8th and 9th, and'strong reconnaissance patrols were.

Nothing more than this was

judged necessary on the information that was then available.

As we Icnow only this about the preliminary movements

of the German forces, it is not possible to say how each

detachment of the invading Amy was conposed, or what were

The early hours of April 9th seem, however, to

have been the decisive moment in the German plan, for, aj;

midnight four German warships appeared at the entrance to Oslo

Fjord and engaged the forts of Boaeme and Rauer; at 0200 hours.

sent out over the North Sea,

Translation

from Norwegian
White Book on

Norway and
the war p.49-
R,A.P. Y/ireless
Intelligence
Service.
Summary No,219. .five warships appeared off Bergen, and engaged the forts; at

its.movements.

0530 hours, two, warships entered Trondhjem. As daylight came

up, the Luftwaffe supported the invasion; eighteen detac.hraents,

drawn, presumably, from Kampfgeschwadem 26 and 27, and

(1) Six on the first occasion; three on the second; and three on the third,
(Air Ministry War. Room Summary 26.5). No damage v^as done.
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oontrolled from the stations ,,of .JLubeck,. Oldenhurg, Utersen,

Husuni, Westerland, Rendsburgs List and Nordeney operated; the

task' assigned to some (though not .to all) of them was to

attack Druback, Peste, Akershus, Horton and Hameln in Oslo Fjord.

Narvik, Kristiansand'and. Egersund aiopear to have been occupied,at

about the same time, by detachments of troops that were escorted by

light Naval forces.

See iirmy
Quarterly
Vol.XLIII

No.r 2 ilrt, fl.

The landings in Norway were synchronised, carefully, 
'

with the invasion of Denmrk, At about midnight on April 8, a

mass of German troops was assembled on the Danish frontier; four

hours later, the Germans crossed the frontier at Abenraa;

simultaneously (01)-30 hours or thereabouts) a Naval force and

some transports appeared off Middlefahrt, in the Danish

island of Funen,Air Ministry
War'Room

Summary No,265. same time; for at 0500 hours German ■troops were marching
Norway and
the War,pp,if9
et seq.

Copenhagen was occupied at about the

through the town. Pour o'clock in the mornir^ appears to

have been the moment when all these.attacks were to be in

full swing; for it was then that the German Minister ,
I

called at the Norwegian Foreign Office, and presented the

Norwegian Minister with a memorandum, in which the German

Government invited the Norwegian authorities to order their

forces to stop fighting, and to arrange for a peaceful and

bloodless recei^tion of the German forces in the country.

After* ..he had presented this.note, the German Minister explained

that the German forces had orders, to complete the occupation. ,

of certain towns by 0.900'hours,
'' V ;■ •

the King moved to Elverum soon afteriwards.

The reports that were received in London during the

night served to show that Norway was bein,

On April 9th, therefore, the squadrons in

18 Group, , and the bonbor squadrons that were tenporarily ■ ■

attached to the Group made twenty flights over the Norwegian

The Norwegian Government and

invaded from first

light to dusk.

Air Ministry
War Room

Sumrnazy
No,265.
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coast; and from their reports and the reports that were

received from Naval source he authorities in Whitehall

discovered that matters were in this; posture:

Narvik v/as occupied and about half a dozen destroyers were

in the roadstead.

Aaleeund was occupied.

Trondhjem was occupied and there were cruisers, destroyers,

and transports in the roadstead.

Bergen was occupied; and a German cruiser was alongside

the dock,

Egersund was occupied.

Air Ministry
War Room

Summary
No, 266.

Ohristiansund was occupied and a cruiser was stationed

there.

Oslo was occupied and there was a Naval force at

.Ai
anchor in the Fjord,

.All Denmark was in German hands.

As the most in-piortant aerodromes in Norway were near

the occupied harbours, it was assumed that they, also, were

occupied;..Fomebu and Stavanger were, indeed, reported to bo in

German hands by the evening of the 9th, and when it was learnedP.O.Tels,

Norway
April 9th, how quickly the invasion was being carried out, and that town after

tovm was falling into the German hands, the British Government

urged the Norwegian authorities to destroy Stavanger aerodrome

before the Germans seized it. The Norwegian Chief of Staff

(1) The Truant engaged a Koln class cruiser and 3 destroyers off Kristiansand
on the evening of the 9th, British Naval vessels reconnoitred Narvik in

force at dawn on the 10th; the Renown engaged trw armoured ships in
Lat,67° : 22 'N, Long, 9° 3AE at 03A0 hours on the 10th, The Fleet Air ■
Arm reconnoijfred Bergen on the 10th.

The German cruiser - the Konigsberg - was hit and damaged by the
Wellingtons of 115 Squadron, Sbo was sunk the following day by Skuas
of the Fleet Air. Arm.

years later.
Tho Germans were raising and salving her three

(2)
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ansv^erecl that it vsas then too late. '

During the following day, (April lO) the German

Minister, Dr. Braiier, met .the King of Norway at XLverum-, and

then informed him that the stipulations in the note that had

been presented oh the lorevious day were no longer deemed

sufficient; and that the Germans now insisted that a Norwegian

Government of their own selection should be appointed,

was refused, and at 2000 hours the Geimian Minister was told

that the Norwegians would resist for as long as they could.

Throughout the day, the Germans tightened their grip upon the

a considerable force of bombers and fighters

This

two countries:

• occupied the aerodromes at Stavanger and Aalborg; thirteen

detachments ,of borAors that were controlled from the sane

stations as on the doy previous ox^erated over the country,

and a fairly strong force raided Soapa Plow at 2100 hours.

Indeed, a message that was intercepted towards nightfall was a

curious illustration of how rapidly and raethodically the Germans

were vrorking: it was from a Oqramanding Officer in Germany who

enquired rather fretfully, whqi;her .the 'teleprinter at Kristiansand

was then working - he evidently thought that it was high time

it should be. '

Soon after the first news,of the invasion came in, theP.O.Tels.

April 9th.
British and French Governments assured the Norwegian authorities

that they would assist them; and it fell to the'Chiefs of Staffs

Committee and the Joint Planning Committee to consider what

Troojps were alreadyassistance could.„p,pst properly be given.

erfDarked-f or an'03cpbdition against Norway; so that the task

On this point the

f-*- •

was to see how these fprces should bo used.

P,0,Tels,205,
208. Dipp.
from Stock

holm,
13, IV. AO.

';

representations of the Norwegian authorities were of great

weight, and they urged, with the, utmost insistence, that everything '

should be subordinated to the recapture 'of Trondhjem; for this,

when done, would enable the King, the Cabinet and the Storting to

re-establish themselves in the centre of the country, and to
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rule it from there. The Norwegian'authorities considered,

moreover, that Trondhjem could he recovered, if forces were

rapidly despatched, as they did not consider that the German

hold on the southern part of the country was by any means secure.

Two plans for the recovery of Trondhjeiii i?ere oonsideredi the

first was that it should he taken by a direct assault;

second,that it should be isolated and carried later. The plan

of attacking Trondhjera direct was certainly urged by many

the

P,0.Tel,231).
Dipp,from
Stockholm,
13. IV. 40.

C.O.S,(40)
81.

experienced officers; but the objections to it were serious, and

on the following grounds:the Chiefs of Staff reported against■ I

The bombardment of Trondhjem would bo an essential part of the

operation, and this was likely to be ill received and much ' ’

cisrepresented; the Home Fleet would be concentrated off

Trondhjem for a considerable time, and would be' severely,

attacked by the German Luftwaffe; no photographic reconnaissance s

had been made of Trondhjem, and the landings vi/ould, in consequence,

be planned from such guidance as could be' obtained from maps and

charts; finally, "There had not been time to make the detailed and

The alternative planmeticulous preparation that was necessary,"

promised equally good results with less risk,

occupied the chief ports in the country, and were holding the

The Germans had

terminals of the railways that connect Oslo to the towns on the

The communications from Oslo fo- 'Bergen, Trondhjera ,

and Stavanger were, however, temporarily blocked by the Norwegian

iirmy, v;hich was assenbling in the central part of the country.

If, therefore, the Nor\7egiahs could be so reinforced that the

Germans could not drive them from their positions, the isolated

German garrison in Trondhjem could be expelled by an attack from

This plan, which vjas strongly recommended by the

Allied missions- that had been sent to Sweden was, in fact,

adopted, and the orders that were despatched to the Commanders of

the expeditionary force v/ere; that the 146th brigade, and a

French demi brigade should land at Namsos; ' that they should

west coast.

the north.
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secure it as- a base of operations; and that they should then

■advance on Troridhjem through Steinkjaer and Skojn;' the 148th

brigade, (less one battalion) was to land at Aandalsnaes; advance

up the Romsdal; block , the German advance at Donbas', and then

operate against Trondhjem, vi/ith sUch reinforcements as t?o.uld

Ihe expedition against Narvik, which ' ' ■

had been the major part of the original plan was entrusted to the

24th brigade, and to a French force of chasseurs alpins -which

was to follow them.

then have been sent.

The Commander of the brigade was ordered

to secure a base at Harstad; and to concert measures for

recovering Narvik, with.the local Norwegian Commander.

It remained to settle what air operations were mostF.O, tels,93
Dipp, and 70
Dipp to
Stockholm] and
Oslo,
March. 1st.

proper to the circumstances that then obtained, v/hen the plans

for bringing Norway under our control were first considered,

the air staff had thought that three fighter squadrons, two

bonber squadrons, one ibrmy Co-operation squadron and one iirmy

Co-operation flight, might, eventually, be allotted to operations

It had, hoT/ever, always been assumed that thosein Norway,

squadrons would be sent gradually; for the Naval Staff had

assured the Air Staff that Scandinavia could only be conquered

Directorate
of Plans,
War Serials

383, 384.
after prolorlged -fighting; and that the cap-bure of Oslo Fjord

w.p, (40)70
and C.O.S,
(40)2553

Whenever the Air Staff hadwould, alone, take two months,

contei:5)lated operations in Norway, it had,therefore. been

, axiomatic, that nothing would be done until the British and

Norwegian staffs had conferred together; and that all the

Norwegian aerodromes and Air Force stations should be at our

This was no longer the casei for the principal

Norwegian aerodromes vrere now all in German hands: the

original plan ,of 'Operations was thus converted into a simpler

(but extremely pressing) matter;

squadrons that were ready be sent, and from what tenporary

disposal.

IThere should the fighterDocument Nd.l.
Part III.

bases should they operate, in order that theymight support

Oii this matter, it wasand cover the Amy’s operations ?
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decided to await .the recoinrrendations of the Air Force

officer'who was sent to Norway to inspect the theatre. It was

realised, that-, inasmuch as-the despatch of the fighter squadrons

was thus postponed, so, the military forces at Aandalsnaes and

Namsos would ne defenceless against the eneniy's Air Force for

It was, however, deemed essential that an

expeditionary force should he landed, without delay, upon

some time to come.

Norwegian soil, to stiffen the Norwegian resistance, and above -

all, to prove to the Norwegians and the Swedes that Allied

assistance was not a mere form of words.

This decision only iriposed delay upon the fighter

squadrons that v/ere to acconpany the Army; the bomber

squadrons, and as many of the coastal squadrons as could be

spared, were to act at once, and were to bonib the aerodromes

that the LOftv/affe had occupied, and were to attack the

Gterraan communications whenever an opportunity offered, by

raiding any convoy that we knew to be on a voyage to Norway,

and by mining the entrances to the German bases (See Part II
T  V

document 6). These were the immediate decisions::-there

were, however, other matters that influenced the first

inception, and the subsequent conduct, of the operations in

Norway. V/hen all the relevant reports had been considered,

the Intelligence Staffs estimated that the GexTaans were

employing three divisions for their operations -in Norway:

the Air Staff's wireless intelligence service, reported that the

Luftwaffe had allotted about ten long range bomber squadrons,

a bor±ier reconnaissance Gruppe (three squadrons) three "squadrons

Boi±)er Goramand

Operations
Record Book

App. 370.

¥ar Office

Intelligence
Summary No,3A.

Air ttinistry
T/eekly Intelli
gence Summary
32 and A.M,

Daily Intelli- of double engined fighters; and three ilrmy Co-operation
genoe Summary • ""
X35. The divisions that were invsquadrons to the invasion, ading

Norway, and the Luftwaffe formations that were assisting, the
•  \

iOTiy, had, however, all been stationed in northern Germany

for some time past: the armaies that wore massed on the French

and Belgian frontiers had not, therefore, been drawn upon, or
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in any way weakened, by the operations in Norway; and the

onslaught that we were expecting on the Western Front was

We were not.
(1)

still just as threatening, just as iinminent,

therefore, free to divert any of the .forces that we were main

taining in the west, and the Air Staff co.uld only apply this

restraining rule in the follo\7ing manner;:., inasmuch as our

regular fighter squadrons could not b®-b^iployed in Norway unless

they were sent to the country and based there, it followed that

only a small detachment.could be spared,

squadrons, it had been arranged that the entire bomber force

should be used to delay the German advance into Holland and

the en-ployment of bomber squadrons in Norway was,

therefore, subject to this limiting condition, that they could

only engage upon operations that could be stopped at a moment's

No matter how. quickly our ilrmies advanced,

matter what aerodromes they recovered from the' eneny, there

cobid' thus.be no thought of stationing boniber squadrons

As for the bonfoer

Belgium;

andnotice.

no

in
Air Ministry
Daily State
Returns. Norway; for our vjhole Bomber Command was, at this time, only

w''areas the eneny had betweentwenty-three squadrons strong;

110 and 120 long range bomber squadrons at his disposal. The

squadrons in the Coastal Command were, also engaged upon

operations that could not be aJ^andoned for operations in

the whole of 15 Group v/as required for escortingNorway;

the convoys in the Y/estem Approaches and the Irish Sea; .

l6 Group and 18 Group v;ere enployed in escorting the coast- ‘

wise convoys (which was all the more necessary to be done in

that the east coast convoys could,now be raided from Norway),

(1)
The formations from which the German Air Forces were drawn were;

EAn5>fgesch?jadem: 26 (Lubeck and Perleberg); 50 (Oldenburg and Perlebergj;
(recently called up from central Germany and stationed on the northern

coast); 100 recently'put into seivice'and stationed in the north;' bomber
reconnaissance Gruppe 122 Wunstoif and Uterseb; Zersto'rer Geschwader 1,
Utersen and Nordholz; 3rd Gruppe of Lehr'2 (imay Co-op. Henschel 126),
Fritzlan.

if
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(1)
and in carrying out routine sv/eeps in the North Sea,

The squadrons in 18 Group were to a certain, extent availol>le,

in that the sweeps and patrols that they were then conducting

in the Worth Sea could "be extended to the Norwegian coast.

As far as the Air Staff were oonceroed, therefore, the

German Luftwaffe were operating some 200 aircraft in Norway

and Denmark from aerodromes inside those two countries;

whereas we could only engage our twenty-three bomber squadrons

and a few coastal squadrons finra l6 and 18 Groups upon brief,

spasmodic operations, that could be caarried out from stations

that were separated from Norway by the whole width of the

North Sea,

The bomber squadrons executed their first raid on

April 11th, when Stavanger was boinbed after dark by 115

Squadron (Wellingtons, Marhara, 3 Group); while 22 WhitleysBomber Command

Operations
Record Book

App» B.370*
from 10, 51, 102 and 77 Squadrons (4 Group) swept the belts

The squadrons inand the Kattegat, from Kiel to Oslo,

5 Group (Han-pdens) carried out most of the mining operations:

the ports selected for the first expeditions (April 20/2l)

Thereafter, andwere Elbe, Kiel, the Little Belt and Lubeck.

for as long as the campaign lasted, these operations were

carried out night by night, with such variations as the

(See Part VI documents 1, 2),circumstances demanded.

No, 254

Squadron
Operations
Record Book,

Stavanger was now strcngLy held by a large force of

double engined fighters and long range bombers;

Vaemes aBrodrome (near Trordhjera) were not yet ascertained.

the forces onAir Ministry
Daily War
Room Summary
April 11,

(l) Coastal Command squadrons were thus employed during March. Reconnaiss-
1818 hours; anti-submarine patrols 26o6 hours; other patrols 172

The groups contained the following stations:
Carew

Sunderland

anoe

hours; convoy 4543 hours.
15 Group (H,Q.Devonport) Pembroke Dock: 1 Sunderland Squadron,
Oheriton: 1 flight of Ansons (217 Squadron), Mount Batten; 1 £
.Squadron; St.Eval, 1 Anson Squadron, Hooton Park, 1 flight of iinsons, ,
Aldergrove, 1 Anson Squadron. 16 Group (H,Q.Chatham) Birohem.Newton; 1
Anson and 1 Blenheim Squadron. Detling, 1 jinson Squadron; North Coates,
1 Beaufort Squadron; Thomey Island, 1 Anson and 1 Beaufort Squadron,
18 Group (H.Q.Pitreavle Castle) Dyce; 1 inson Squadron.Invergorden; 1
Sunderland Squadron; Leuchars: 2 Hudson Squadrons: Sullom Vpel Stranraer,
and 1 Sunderland Squadron; Suiiburgh Head CShetlanas) 1 Blenheim Squadror,
Thomaby; 1 Hudson; 1 Anson Squadron; Vvibk;, 1 Hudson Squadron,
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The eneni/ were, however, still controlling their Norwegian

operations from stations in north Germany and Schleswig,

The elements of two divisions had been allotted to

the Norwegian expedition, and on Apr-::! 14th, a party of

marines landed at Namscs; they were follovi/ed by the head

quarters of the 146th brigade, by three infantry battalions and

by the Royal Engineers that were allotted to the expedition^^^

On the day following, the 24th brigade, and the 3rd light

A,A, battery landed at Hanstad, the base of operations in the

Narvik area. The Commanding Officer of the expedition.

General liackesey, was at once convinced that Narvik could

not be taken by an immediate attack against the peninsula

upon which it stood; and as the operations against that

place followed a course of their own; and as they were only

pressed to an issue after the operations against Trortdhjam

were over, it will be convenient to describe them separately.

Topographical
Handbook of Noiway
M,l,2,' and

Norway Pilot
Part III

(Admiralty Pub
licity pp. 79,

Namsos, y/hence the main thrust against Trondhjem

to be made, is a small toir/n (3,600 inhabitants) at the head

of a long fjord; the harbour works consist of one quay and of

a slip where medium sized vessels can be hauled up; a certain

amount of wood p>ulp was shipped from the harbour in peace

time, but the traffic of the port is small when conpared

with that of Bergen or Trondhjem,

was

Nevertheless, the troops

80).

General Carton .were pushed forward so rapidly, and their stores were
de Wiart's

report. cleared so quickly that the eneny de'tected no signs of the

landing. The brigade moved into the Steinkjaer ai’ea, and

prepared to make a dash on Trondhjom,

¥/t Intelli
gence Report
ending 2359
hours April

IVhen this landing at'Namsos was being carried out, the

eneny appear to have been reinforcing their northern garrisons

17.

(1) The 4th Linos; ■
Yorkshire Light Infantry.

the Hallams, aiid the I/4 battalion of the King's Own
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with air borne troops;

settling down, in the country; for we now ascertained that

their squadrons were thus distributed (April 17th).

Vaomes (near Trondhjera) .3 squadrons of dive bonbers
(Ju.87'3)

the Luftwaffe were indeed fast

Air Ministry-
Joint Intelli-

gonce Coraraittoe
Summary No. if. 3 squadrons of long range bombers

(He. Ill's)

3 squadrons of twin engined bombers
(Me. 110’s)

1 squadron of coastal reconnaissance
machines (lie. 115's)

3 squadrons of single engine
fighters (Me. 109’s)

if squadrons of long range bombers
(He.Ill’s and Ju.88's)

3 squadrons of long range bonbers
(He. Ill's and Ju,88's),

1 squadron of coastal reconnaissance
machines.

Kristiansand,

Oslo Kjeller,

Oslo Pornebif,

In additico, 3 squadrons of dive bombers were believed to be

at Oslo-Kjeller; 3 squadrqns of iirny Go-operation machines were

operating from bases that were altered, from day to day; and

between 250 and 300 transport aircraft were making trips between

north Germany^ Denmark and Norway,

jiandalsnaes, where the second wing of the expeditionary

force was to be landed, is little more than a hamlet at the

head of Romsdalsfjord; in peace time the place was a tourist

centre; and visitors, who were maJcing the round trip of

Norv/ay,ofton disembarked there' and ?i/ent on by train to Oslo,

The harbour works were, therefore, constructed for the

receiving and discharging of this passenger traffic, and. f.or

the loading and unloading of a few coastal steamers; they

consifitcd of a quay, which was so small that if  a steamer

with five hatches lay alongside it, only three hatches could

be worked at one time; of an electric crane, which could no

longer be worked as the electricity had been cut off from the

Norway Pilot
Part II,p,5V<-*
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Captain
Maxwell

Hyslop* 3
Letter of

I^oceedings.

tovm; and of a jetty with a frontage of about 60 feet,

peace time JOO tons could be loaded and discharged from the

harbour every twenty-four hours; in the circumstances then

In

General Paget's prevailing, ships could only be loaded and unloaded during
report on
Operations
at iumdalsnaes,

darkness; and this set in at ten o'clock at night, and ended

at four o'clock in the morning,

built upon one of those small expanses of fl^t

The whole place has been

land that are

to be found at the mouths of rivers; for the Rauina comes out

of the mountain valley, just above the settlement; and the

town of ilandalsnaes, and the village of Veblungsnes stand

astride the nrouth. The flat land upon v/hich the houses stand is

small, and is restricted, on all sides, by steep, savage

mountains. Molds, w;hich was also a tourist centre,is about

25 miles away, and its harbour works are better than those of

Aandalsnaes; for they consist of a wharf, to .wihich Norwegian
^  C>'

mail steamers could make fast, and of a fair sized jettyj

luggers with diesel engines and a few passenger ferry steamers

could be used for transpqrtin

On April l?th, a party of marines were put ashore at

^  Aandalsnaes; the li(.8th brigade disembarked on the following

night, and at once pressed on towards Dombaas.

goods from Molde to iiandalsnaes

Our

.

See G, I,G, S, tele

gram to General
Morgan April
17th. 2217 and
P,0, tels,

from Norway for
lifth April, . authorities were still hopeful that Dombaas would be seized

See also Tels,

205 from

Stockholm,
12 th xTpril;
22O from

Stockholm,
13th April;
238 Dipp,
lifth April
from Stock

holm,

.

and held; but the Norwegian Commander-in-Ghief was

 , despondent, and said, from the beginning, that he did not

hope for a good issue, as his men were already fighting with

their bare fists. The Capital and the principal towns were,

indeed, in the eneny's hands, and a large part of the

Norwegian ,irny's stores, arms and equipment were .lost; more-

.  .over, as the chief iDoints in the country's telephone and

telegraph system were also under German control, it was

difficult to send out the messages and orders that regulate a

general raobilisation; the assembling of the was, therefore.
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little but the congregating together of a mass of unarmed

men (who were soon half famished) in the ice bound valleys

that split the mountain chain between Oslo and Trondhjem.

The Norwegian Air ̂Horce ’was in an even worse case;

most of the aircraft, the stores and the plant had been

Report of
Air Officer

attached to

Norwegian

High Command based on Trondhjem and Oslo, and were, therefore, lost,
3.5301.

The

few machines that were left - 12 Gladiators, a Oaproni boniber,

and a few two seater Foklcers -- were collected at lake Vangsrajosa:

"They flew rarely", our Liaison Officer reported, "but did

occasionally make reconnaissance flighteto determine

positions for the O.'-in-G.’s information.

enemy

As there were only

a few huiidred gallons of aviation spirit - no bombs - and

as the sky was never enpty of patrolling Heinkels, there

was little incentive to take the air,"

By this time, the Air Ministry had made a, final

determination about the fighter squadron that Was to be

atteohod to the xirray. The decision had been delayed, because,

the selection of a suitable ba.se for the squadron, in a rugged.

. mountainous country where, landing grounds, are difficult to

find, was a matter that could not be settled until an Air

Force officer had inspected every possible site and.had

reconimended the most suitable. The xT.ir Staff novi; had before

then the reports of Squadron Leader ̂ ?hitney--3traight, who

had been sent to Norway as Liaison Officer to the Norwegian

High Command: the choice, obviously, lay between Lake Vangsmjosa,

which lies to the west of .the Gudbrandsdal (see, map), and Lake

Lesjeskogen, which is in the northern part of the valley, and

about forty miles from ilandalsnaes. Squadron Leader V/hitney-

Straight considered that Lake Vangsnjosa was the better of the

two places and strongly recommended it: two squadrons of any

type of aircraft could have operated from it very easily; it

was free of snow; it was connected by road to Aardals Fjord,
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where stores and equipment could have been landed and

handled; and it na.3 being used as a sort of emergency

Squadron Leader Whitney-base by, the Norwegian Air Force,

swerved from his conviction that this would haveStraight never

the best base for the Gladiator squadron, and all thatbeen

happened later, strengthened him in his opinion,

the Air Staff refused to send the fighter squadron to Lake

Nevertheless,

Our troops were onlyVangsnjosa for the following reasons;

blocking the Gudbrandsdal, and, until the operations against

Trondhjem were successfully cprapleted, it was not intended that

Lake Vangsnjosaof their operations.they should extend the zone

was not, therefore, covered by our troops, indeed, as the roao

that runs along the valley where the lake is situated leads

straight towards Osip, the whole place was open to a German

Furthermoreadvance, and was without protection against it.

the Air Staff, were now receiving the most serious reports that

the Luftwaffe were bombing the Norwegians round Lilldharxier with

out opposition; and that the damage being done to the road and

railway behind the Norwegian position was so severe that the

entire line of communication to Aandalsnaes might shortly be

As this danger, (and it threatened the wholecompromised,

scheme of operations) was developing so fast, it was of the

last importance that the squadron should be so based that it

would automatically mitigate the attacks that were being

delivered, upon everything that moved along the valley road,

squadron that was operating from Vongsmjosa could not hope

to do this; for th.e lake is fifty-five miles from the nearest

point in the Gudbrandsdal, and is separated from it by a chain

of high mountains; and,by a cluster of great glaciers that is

For these reasons, the Air Staff decidedcalled the Jotun Fjord,

that the squadron should be sent to Lesjeskogon,  a long lake, about

a thousand yards wide in its broadest part, and within a stone's
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throw of the road and railway that run up the valley. Every

other place that could have been used as a landing ground was

either too close to the enenjr (and so liable to be overrun if

the eneny's troops mde headway), or too far fron the iimy's

headquarters.

On the 19th April parties of the lifSth brigade

General Carton passed through Dorabaas, and General iiudet landed the 5th French
do V7iart*s

Report, doKii brigade at Narasos, This second landing was not so well

concealed as the first; for General iiudet brought with him A,000

troops, and a large quantity of material, and it was not possible

to clear this quickly from the small jetties that were available.

Even if this could have been done, the stores could not have

been hidden,and insofar as the Germans were fully aware by the

19th that Namsos was being used as an ilLlied base, they were

liable to destruction.from the air.

IThon General Audet had thus brought his troops ashore,

all was ready for executing the first part of the plan - the

blocking of the German advance up,,the Gudbrandsdal, and the

re-capture of Trondhjen - and affairs .were in this posture.

Since the order to attack the Norwegian aerodromes was

first given, Stavanger had been boiled..thirteen times, Trondhjem

(See Part VI, document 1),

in spite of great

The first of these, (and the pilots considered

that it was of grave prejudice to them) was that as no

preparations had been made to operate over Norway, so, the air

craft captains and the crews lacked all those things that

had been thought essential to good bombing;

throe times, and Kristiansand twice.

Those operations were being performed

difficulties.

the maps and oharts

that are most useful gor the approach; the large scale target maps

and photographs that are studied before the squadron takes off,

and which are explained by the Squadron Comisander and the

See No, 9

Squadron Ops,
Record Book,

Intelligence Officer; for iiistead of this, the pilots were

often Classing the North Sea, and looking for the targets that
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had been allotted to, then mth nothing better to guide then

than a (Sheet from an extreniely small scale map, and a tracing

As afrom the tovm plans in Baedeker's guide to Norway,

considerable number of bombers did not attack theirconsequence, a

targets because they could not find them. The second adverse

As our bombers were operating without

fighter escort, over a country where the eneny had stationed

about six squadrons of fighters of the latest type, they were

ordered to attack their targets, if they had cloud cover, but not

This often obliged the pilots to turn baok; for the

As for the

influence was the weather.

otherwise.

vifeather over Norway was frequently, fine and clear;

clouds that were deemed indispensable to every operation, they

were generally accompanied by foul weather; moreover, the whole

country was still deep in snow, and the lakes were frozen;

the upper air. was, in consequence?,bitterly cold, and when clouds

gathered, they v.;are laden with snow, freezing drizzlo and hail.

In addition, the weather in the North Soa was wet, foggy and

changeable; and groat gales aoconpanied by rain and sleet

frequently.swept across it; so that the pilots had to cross,

and re-oroas this zone of treacherous weather, with worse

charts and feebler navigational aids than they had ever before

been provided vi/ith. A considerable iDroportion of the raids

against the Geroan bases in Norway were much weakened by these

adverse circumstances; and by April 20th, the list of frustrated

raids stood thus:.

On April 11th, six Haxipdens from 6l Squadron took off

for Kristiansand; but returned, as there w?as no cloud cover.

On April 15th, twelve Vfhitleys from 10 and 102 Squadrons

took off to attack Stavanger; one could not find the target; two

returned with inter-ooimmmication trouble; one returned with

engine trouble; .one, misunderstood a Syko message and cane baok.

On April l6th, two Whitleys from 51 Squadron tried to
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reconnoitre the aerodrome at Oslo, lout could not find it.

On April l?th, eight ̂ Vhitleys ffom 77 Squadron tried to

a-ttack Trondhdeni: not one of then found it.

On April l8th, seven Tifhitleys from 58 and 10 Squadrons

atten5>ted to reconnoiutfe Oslo Fjord;

so misty, that they saw nothing.

On April l8th, six Blenheims from 107 Squadron took off

five returned, as there was no cloud cover; the

the whole Fjord was

f«r Stavanger;

sixth Has not seen again.

On April 19th, six Blenheims from 107 Squadron took ■

off for Stavanger; but returned, because there was no cloud

cover.

On April 20th, three T/ellingtons from 149 Squadron

took off for iialborg; one could not find it.(1)

Report on
A, A. defence

Sickle Force,

The German Air Forces, on the other hand, were very

favourably situatedj for they were near the points at which

their jlrcy was operating,

fighter squadrons or by A.

and as they were not impeded by

fire, they were able to identify

their targets at leisure and to bomb them carefully and

During the first week of the invasion, the

German bombers dealt with the Norwegian' Arny,'which was then

divided into four groups;

methodically.

II H5 Id

Message from
British

representative

with Norweg- was in the valleys to the north of Oslo, and was trying to hold
ian C-in-G

1050/17
April,14th
Inf .Brig, int, the second group v/as holding Voss, and was striving to
Summary 1800
hours.

19. IV. 40,

the first and' the most iinportant.

a line between Elverum on the east and Dokka on the west; ' '

prevent German garrison in Bergen from advancing along the

Bergen-Honefoss railway; the third group was facing the Germans

that were in Trondhjem; and was trying to block a southerly advance

by holding Storen; the fourth group was to the east of Trondhjem,

(1) 10 Squadron - Distifo.rth (4 Group); 102 Squadron - Driffield(4 Group) 77
Squadron - Driffield (4 Group); 51 Squadron - Dishforth (4 Group) 58
Squadron - Linton-on-Ouse (4 Group).; 6l Squadron  - Kemswell (5 Group) 107
Squadron - Wattisham (2 Group); 149 Squadi-on - Mildenhall (3 Group).,
For full details of..thwarted, or frustrated raids and reconnaissance,
see Appendix.
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Sach of these positions Miaa attacked byin the Stordal.

the German bordoers, from the first days of the invasion: few

details of the German operations are at present available; and

vifo Imow, only, that the Nonvegians \-iere much discouraged by

the continual bombing; for their artilleiy, (if they had any)

did not even inoonvenience the German bombers, who were

often flying two hundred feet above their heads.

V/ar Room

Daily Summaiy.
April 15th.

On April 15th, the Germans turned their attention to

our bases and bombed Namsos: a pilot of a Sunderland from

228 Sqjiadi’on was flying over the place at the tirae, an,d hell*.6th

Infantry
Brigade. War
Diary.

reported that the bornbiiag was well done. On the day following,

Namsos was bombed again, while our troops were disembarking;

some dai:nage was done, but the place was still usable as a

base; for General Audet disenbarked his deni-brigade durin

On April 2oth, the German Air Force

Commanders directed a large proportion of their available

the raids went on all day, with

short intervals between them, and by nightfall, the tov/n,

rr

the night 19/20.

boihbers against NamsoB;168th Light
A,A.battery,
17ar Diary

the railway station, and all the rolling stock were either

ruined by bombs or gutted by fires: ths headquarters of the

146th brigade, which was in an almshouse on the side of aG.0.H.ii,S.
Nubian Report
of proceed
ings file
3.4528.

hill, was about the only building that escaped,

Gomr,sanding Officer of the Nubian brought his ship into

he: "observed a red flare in the sky, which Was

^i/hen the to\wi caiae into view the

the whole place was a mass of flames,

from end to end, and the glare upon the snows of the surrounding

mountains made an unforgettable spectacle,

bombed, but not so, severely.

On the following day, (April 2lst) the German air

squadrons delivered their heaviest attack upon Steinkjaer, which

was now the central point of the lif6th brigade's operations;

'vThen the

Namsos Fjord,

realised to, be a big f ire,

sight was remarkable;

Aandalsnaes v;as

14-6th Inf,

Bgde.H.Q.
diary.
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the eneny-'s raids began at about noon, and went on all day;

I68th Light
A,A, battery
War Diary,

by nightfall the whole town was blazing; the road bridge over

the river that runs into Deitstad Fjord was severely damaged;

the railway bridge, being made of iron, was still standing, but

(1)
its Wooden floor was burning fiercely.

Also, the Norwegians, vKho, were still trying to block

the southern end of the Gudljrandsdal, near Lake Mjosen, were.

on this day, attacked and routed, before the lA8th brigade

could reach them; the Norwegian forces then poured back upon

our brigade, threw it into disorder, and both forces retired u^o

the valley.

The enemy must have learned from his reconnaissance'

planes that the bridges at Steinkjaer were not completely

lif6th Inf,

Brigade
War Diary-

destroyed; for on April 22nd, the bombers again made a groat

effort against the place, and by nightfall, the road bridge

and the railway bridge were finally demolished,

was also bombed; but here the enery was, for the time being.

Aandalsnaes

directing his attacks more against the shipping and the

warships than against the town and harbour. One of these

attacks 'was, however, remarkably successful, for H.IAS.

Pelican, was hit: the Naval personnel of the base was

carried in her, and half of them became casualties. Apart

from any damage that was subsequently done to the harbour

works, this gravely prejudiced the working of the base.

This bombing of Narnsos and Steinkjaer made a deep

inpression upon General Carton de Wiart, who had landed on

the l6th, to take charge of the operations that were being

conducted from that place. He had, therefore, watched the

steady intensification of the enevy's attacks, and was now

compelled to contenplate the approaching consequences^ Namsos

(l) A train was run across it later.
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C.O. H.iv'uS.

Nubian report
of proceed
ings file
3.4528.

vms already so badly disabled that no more transports could.be

allowed into the harbour; and this, in itself, put the i«rmy that

was to be fed and supplied through the port, in jeopardy. The

General was, however, now thinking not of expelling the Germans

from Trondhjem (for which he ho longer hoped); but of withdrawing

his forces altogether. H» was, at the time, arranging to TJith-

draw the 146th brigade towards Namsos;for it had just been

defeated in the peninsula that lies to the west, of the Bergen

The enemy's attacks; the destruction caused by them;Fjord,

and the plain fact that the 4rmy, and the bases from which the

General

.  Oarton de
Wiart to

O.I.G.S.

22nd April,

Arrry was operating, were defenceless against the German Luftwaffe

made him doubtful whether he would, much longer, have & base

to retire on or a road along vjhich he could retire,

ordered .Fhillips" (the ComiTiander of the 146th brigade) "te

retire by the Steinkjaer-Namsos road" he reported; "but if

I have

the ener-iy discover this, everything on this road will be

When I get them back to Namsos, there is cover no-destroyed

uwhere for them.

From Gen,Carton

de. Wiart to

G. I, G, 3,

23. IV. 40,

Snovj fell on the day follovang and there was thus a

lull, though a short one, in the bombing of the town. General

Oarton de Wiart inspected the troops that had been driven

out of Inderoy and confirmed the appreciation that he had made

on the day before; the enemy’s bombing was likely to get

vjorse, and evacuation might be necessary,

wore not prepared to sanction this; but they ordered the

General to act on the defensive; he, therefore, made arrangements

for withdrawing his troops towards Namsos, and for taking up

position round Nandalseidet,

The Government

a

General Carton
de Wiart's

despatch.

Information

supplied by the
Military
Branch,

Further south, in the Gudbrandsdal, the I48th brigade

and as many of the Norv/egian trvoops as could be rallied made

stand at Tre Hen, and were defeated;

a

thereafter, the Germans

drove then up the valley, and the Norv/egians were either
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The whole valley would, indeed, havedispersed or captured.

been open to the Germans but for'the arrivaJ. of the 15th brigade.

whose first two battalions reached iandalsnaes late on the

same night, and at once marched on Kvara.
r  ••

It was, moreover, on this same day (:^ril 23rd) that

the advanced party of the air contingent, which had arrived

late overnight, went forward to Lake Lesjekogen and there

made arrangements for receiving the Squadron. Their

difficulties were great; the stores that had been put ashore

at ilandalsnaes had been hastily collected and hastily loaded.

not a box was labelled, so that each consignment, of stores

had to be opened, to ascertain i^s contents, before it '

could be sent to the Lake. As no military transport was

available, lorries and horse sleighs had to be collected, and

as all the lorries and sleighs that could be found, were

insufficient to carry the stores, a careful selection had

to be made and only the essential articles sent forward.

T/hile this was being done, the eneny bombers attacked the

harbour several times; it would seem, however, as though

Director of

Operations
vTar Diary.

they were still directing their attacks more against the

shipping than against the harbour, for the cruiser Cura9ao was

Nevertheless, the delays

consequent upon the bobbing were cumulative; for this work

was being done at a small tovea where all the' equipment was

lacking that is used in big harbours to ■quicken up loading,

unloading and sorting; and in a place where such few facilities

as could be found were deteriorating after every raid that

By midday, however, the stores that were’ not

imiaediately needed were hauled avjay into the woods nearby;

(1)hit, and the jetty escaped.

was delivered.

(l) See 1iI/T Intelligence Summary 233 A Tafge proportion of intercepted
signals referred to attacks on shipx^ing. See also narrative of Seaman
Force attached to Primrose Force, file S, 4-528.
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the essential stores, and the servicing flight left for the

reached in the course of the afternoon,

■work had been done on the Lake;

as the base of a

two miles away; the

Lake, which was

Some preparatory

still ill suited to servehut the place was

fighter squadron: the nearest houses were
separated from the shore hy half a mileprepared lunway was

of thick snow, and the stores that Yi/ere accumulating on the

horse drawn sledges;shore could only he taken to the runway

feeding and tending the horses would, in
tedious and difficult business; for the Whole country was

on

itself, have been a

only to he obtained in thedeep in snow, and forage was

scattered farmsteads on the mountainsides.

Nevertheioes, after working for nnst of the night and
made as ready as it

Report from
0.0. H.H.S.
Hood. S.L528. for all the day following, the Lake was

could he; two guns from a battery of
i ' , >

arrived under the charge

Oerlikons (Royal Navy)

of Sub-Lieutenant Goodale; fuel and

in small dui;:ps andaraiaunition were laid along the runway,

container that could be used when theevery tin, jug or
For itmachines were refuelling was collected in one place,

that the refuelling and startinghad at once been perceived

of the machines was not going to be easy; only two refuelling

troughs had been despatched; and the starter trolley could

not be used, as the batteries vYore uncharged, and no acid

At 1800 hours, 263 Squadron (l8

LakeP
had been sent with them.

Gladiators:)' arrived at the matters were in this

posture when they did so.

plan of boiiibxng the aerodromes from which "he enemy
being executed without

TheBomber
Ooramand Ops.
Record Book,
April. App.
G.i+1.

conducting his operations

interruption: since the oaripaign began, Stavanger had been
waswas

attacked 18 tii^ies, Mlborg 10 times; Trondhjem and Lake

(1) They were brought across the North Sea.in the Glorious, and reached
^ ^^Ssnaes on L 24th. They took off from the Glorious* s deck, and

escorted to the Lake by Skuas of the Fleet ilir .irm.were
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See T//T
Intelli

gence

Sunnaries

passim.
In partic
ular Nos,

.  233,236. ;

Jansvannet (fi/here the enemy had established a tenporaiy base)

if times; ICristiansand tvifice; and Oslo Kjeller, and Oslo Pomebu,

3 tines. (Por details see Part VI document l),

our intelligence service could tell, however, the damage done

by these raids' had not reduced the number of machines that

the Germans could operate during the day, nor had it interfered

with the movement of transport aircraft between north Germany,

Denmark and Norway.

The second part of the general plan, that is the

mining of the German embarkation ports, had been executed

whenever the weather permitted; and although this iriay have

made the reinforcing of the German Army in Norway  a more

costly operation than it would otherwise have'been, it had

,  . not checked the flow of reinforcements into the country.

The German iirmy of occupation had indeed grown thus: On the

.  9th April, the War Off ice (expert-si)"'estimated that there were

about 35,000 German troops in Norway and:-Denmark; on April 18th

they considered that the origihal force of two to three

divisions had been swelled to six divisions; on April 25th the

estimate was eleven divisions.-

As far as

Y/ar Office

Intelligence
SujTimaries- Nos.

34,35,36,37. ,,

The state of affairs at the two iirr.y ba.ses was

Nansos was practically deiaOlished and the

lif6th brigade had beeii defeated ih the peninsula to the

west of the Bergen Pjord,' and was reassembling between

Beitstad Pjord and Snaasen vik.

serious;

iiandalsnaes had not,

at this time^ suffered as severely as Namsos; nevertheless,

the place was still being bombed regularly,' day by day, andThe 168th

battery Y/ar
Diary.

the A,A. Commanders held out no hope of any alleviation, as the

defence consisted of light A,A» guns' only', and the enery

was now bombing, quite accurately, without coming within range.

In Gudbrandsdal, to the south of the Lake where our Gladiators

were stationed, the 15th brigade was taking up a position at
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Kvan; the 148th brigade had retired, beaten

.  valley, the Heidalen.

It is nanifest from all this, that although 265

into a side

Squadron had been sent to Norway to operate with the jbrny,

it was, in point of fact needed urgently for the protection

of the bases as well. The Goninanding Officer was, however,

doubtful whether he could satisfactorily perforra  a single

Report on the
activities

of 263 Squad
ron,

one of the duties assigned to bin. As he flew towards Lake

Lesjekogen he saw how severely,the road and railway in the

valley had been boribedj and this, combined with what he had

seen on the day previous, shewed him how difficult it

going to be even to mintain his supplies from base.

Moreover, the Squadron was, itself, ill provided; for it

was short of equipment and of spare parts and of all the

apparatus that is needed for rapid refuellingr worse than

this, there was only one trained anaourer in the whole

ground staff, so that this one nan was responsible for

mintaining ?2 Drowning guns, in circumstances so difficult

that twice the normal staff of armourers would not have been

As for the Lake itself, a runway had

was

excessive.

certainly been cleared; but the heaped up snow on either side

ofit melted during the day, and the ice of the runway,

being half covered by the trickling water from the

heaps, was an ill surface.

snow

Jfcreover, as there was no means

of lighting a flare path, landing after dusk was likely to

bo extremely dangerous and productive of accidents. Finally,

the Lake was defenceless against parachute troops; and

Captain Uwin, the Norwegian Liaison Officer, reported that

the oneiqy were using them with great resolution,

"Parachute troops had been dropped in large
numbers, and the'methods employed, by German, officers in
shooting Gorman troops, who v;ere unwilling, or frightened, to
laave the aircraft, clearly shewed the worth of our enemies,"
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itfter holding a conference with his own officers, with

Squadron Ijeadar 'iVhitrL©y-Straii|ht!-‘-and with Captain Uwin,

the S(^uadron Cormiander 'decided that "little operations could

be undertaken, and that the'-squadron aircraft raust be used

solely for the defence of its very existehce,

he imdertook to patrol the iurny’s position, near Kvan/ as .

often as he could;• for it was represented to him that the

Navy at base, and the Amy fading the Gerinans further up the

valley had now been bombed for fourteen days on end, and that

it was a-matter of great urgency -to give them-visible proof

During’this day (April 2h)

the Germans flew high above the Lake, and recbnnoitred it,

Aandalsnaes was bombed again, but riot severely, And the

eneny approached the 15th brigade's position at Kvam.

Neverthele

that help .had, at last, arrived.

Report on
the Acti-v^'

ities of

263 Squadron
para. 6,

ss,

Ibid.para.5.

168 Lt.il, A.

battery War
Diary,

_ The riight was bitterly cold; the carburettors and

aircraft controls were frozen stiff when daylight came up'j

and as no starter batteries had been provided, the

engines were difficultj to. start. Two aircraft did, howeve

;> •

r

get off the, ground,..-.just before-0500 hours, and patrolled the

base,^whiGh was bombed;-soon afterwards, by a A ingle aircraft.

The oneny.were'evidently ordered to'prevent the

)

Squadron from assisting .the 15th brigade and the Norwegians,

further southj for just when battle was joined in the valley,

'  near Kvam, the eneny's ..bomlDers methodically attacked the

They approached iin vies, of ’three, but broke their

formation as they came up to the ta-rgbt, and bonbed and

machinp guimed the Lak;e from a variety of heights. "The

..t

Lake

O.!.'X

■i-J.' -''V

.1 .V-

ground staff now t.ook .shelter in the trees, aiid, although their

officers,and the sergeants, remained in the open, starting engines,

refuelling . .and rearming -ithe machines, and althdugh Sub-Lieutenant

Goodal and hiq. .raqn fought their guris dauntld'ssly (notv;ithstanding

that the. Germans aiped at them all day, and'with great care), the

•• • •, S
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airraen were unraoved by the exariple that .was thus given to

Had the squadron been able to

take off, in strength, the aerodrome might have been defendefll.

but even this was irapossible, for it took an hour,to an hoflcr and

them and crouched in the woods.

Report...on the
activities of

263 Squadron
para, 263 to

a half, to refuel and rearm a single machine. The Gladiators

wore, therefore, bombed and set alight, or disabled by b-last,

while they were on the ground, awaiting fuel; by noon, tefl

aircraft were unusable, and one was half buried • in the soft

snow near by, where a sergeant pilot had made a forced landing.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, two sections took off dur

ing the forenoon, one patrolled the base, the other patrolled

the battle zone at Kvam: the pilots above the Lake were

267.

repeatedly in action, and they believed, on good grounds, that

they shot down two Heinkels, and a seaplane, The squadrons

that were attacking the Lalce were drawn from KwB^fgeschwader

W/T Intelli
gence Summary
235.

3O; and were controlled from Tonning and Husum, For the first

time since the campaign began, our wireless intelligence service

intercepted the message Look out eneny fighter planes", from

one of the Genmn squadrons that were opbra'liing over Norway.

The eneny's attacks continued without intermission,

and the Squadron Cormiander and his offiobi^s''continued to refuel

and rearm the dwindling squadron, while the bombs burst all

round them, and to take off in the''macbiribs that had thus

Forty operational flights were executed

in the course of the day, and the pilots engaged thirty-

separate enemy pslanes,

the Lake for the first time.

sev

During the afternoon Ju, 88*s attac

Report of Air been got ready.
Officer

attached to

Norwegian
High Oomraand,
S.53OI.

en

ked

Flight Lieutenant Mills was Just

coming to land, when the enemy approached; he at once climbed

again and engaged them, and found that the Ju.88*s were more

dangerous than the HeinJcels, which had been attacking up to

then, for he y/as outmanoeuvred, and his rmachino vas damaged by

gunfire: nevertheless, he fought on,until his engine stopped,

for lack of petrol, after which he forced landed; almost as
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he did so, a HeinJcel 111. approached-the aerodrome, and

The.Lake was by^now fast becoming

unusable; for the runvJay was nearly destroyed by tl>e bombing;

the belted amraunition,,wa.s exhausted, and the pilots were

taking off unarmed,, and were approaching the eneny's boiiDers

as though they were about to attack, in the hope that the

eneiiy might, thereby, be made to swerve from their course,

and their bonja aiirers might be distracted.

Meanwhile, however, Squadron Leader Donaldson (who

had also engaged a Junkers on a failing petrol supply) had

landed his machine in a small valley, near Aandalsnaes, which

had been notified to him as an £Q.temative landing ground. The

place is called Setnesmoen;, normally it was a Norwegian camp,

and it was then guardied by two lolatoons of marinea:given time,

the parade ground could have been raade'.into a tolerable one

way landing ground, and Squadron Leader Whitney-Straight had

As soon as Squadron

Leader Donaldson had.satisfied himself that Setnesmoen could

destroyed his aircraft,

C

,  ,,1

r

Report of
E, 1'^, detach

ment during -
period of.

duty-in Norway, done some preliminary. YWrk upon it,
3,4528.

be used by what wan left of bis squadron, he sent  a message
I -t

to Lesjekogen that all aircraft that wbre no longer ” serviceable -

were to be wrecked and bume.d.;-. and that the remainder of the

squadron, y^ere to move to the new landing ground. By this

time, thirteen aircraft had been half or wholly wrecked, by

the continual bonJ^ing and .naohine gunning. The four air

craft that were still serviceable took off, soon after the

message was received,, and the pilots, the ground" staff, and

petrol and the ammunition were brought to SetAo'sraoen' by

In the valley, near Kvam, the Bermans attacked themidnight.

15th brigade all day; by:nightfall our troops were still

holding their positions,

Naval Officer in Throughout the day, the eneny-bonbed ilandalsnaes and
charge Aandalsnaes. ■
Report of Molde; not many machines were sent over the place, and the Naval
proceedings.
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Naval Officer

in charge
Aandalsnaes,

Report of
proceedings.

Officer in charge of the base noticed that the attacks were

delivered, uainly,. against shipping in the Pjord-j and that they

Three of the ferry steamers that were being

■used for carrying men and stores between Molde and Aandalsnaes

were'’sunk, and this ?/as very damaging to the working of the

for Molde was now being used as a place of disembarkation

and the loss of the ferry steamers lowered the quantities of

goods that could be transported,

just usable,when the day's bombing was over.

were Very accurate.

base;

ll

Skuas from the

War Cabinet
Room, Weekly
Resume! 35,
Daily Summary
of Naval events.iirk Royal attacked Trondhjem during the day, and also maintained
234.

Nevertheless the place v;as sti

a patrol over Namsos, which was certainly not mch .bombed ;

General Carton de vTiart reported that the patrol gave great
relief.

ifeanwhile, General Paget had aiYived to take command

of the tvro bridges that v;ere operating in the Gudbrandsdal;

and, in the evening, he conferred with the officers of the

squadron: the state of affairs then was that the I5th brigade was

still holding its ground;,, ^d,that the I48th brigade.'was boning
out of the Hodalen, and was 'retiring on Donbaas.

he wasgoing to be attacked next day, the General

that thev'bheny's communications in the valley should the

attacted by heavy bonbors; his request was transmitted to '

the Air Ministry, and v/as, by them,'refused, as the distcmce 7703

too great.

■Knowing that

.was;, anxious

It was, therefore, arranged that the Gladiators

should patrol between ilandalsnaes and the landing ground,
and that one aircraft should.watch the line betwe en

Dorrbaa.s and -Otta, and should report ail troop movenients to the

force headquarters The Squadron”vi/as now only five aircraft

strong, and this'was all that could, be done.

Th.e. 'foli6wing day, April 26th, was'the Squadron's last
day as an operating force: the programme.that had been agreed

.'if-

to the night before was duly carried out: the Gladiator that was

detailed for the Domloaas patrol ma,do. :€ forced landing near
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Dombaas, and by nightfall, three others were unserviceable,

ov/ing to engine trouble,

them, in the cirQurnstanoes;

There could be no thought of repairing

and in any case, food was running

short; for rations had only been sent for the servicing flight;

the eighteen pilots of the Squadron had eaten up  a large part

of them; and no supplies were to be obtained on the spot.

Y/ing Commander Keens, therefore, decided to send the Gladiator

pilots to England by the first available vessel. The officers

of the Squadron believed that they had shot dovm six oneny

planes, during their brief period of service in Norway,

At Kvam, the Germans again attacked, and the
I

lAiftwaffe supported the Army’s operations by bombing

Aandalgnaes,

been delivered;

The bombardment was perhaps the severest that had

the town was conpletely destroyed; the fires
■  ■ j'

raged unchecked, for water and the power to puir^) it failed;

huge quantities of Amy stores and 200,000 rounds of small

.arm ammunition were lost in the blaze; and the wooden quays

were demolished. At Molde, the wireless set could no longer

be used, as all the eleotr'io pbwof v;as gone. Ibre than this,

all those local vessels that were so needed for carrying

Naval Officer

in charge,
Aandalsnaes

file S.if528.

supplies between Molde and Aandalsnaes now abandoned the whole

locality,

charge reported,

'Prom this day onwards", the Naval Officer in

it became inpossible to obtain any water

transport in the Fjord during daylight,"

Before these attacks were over, the senior Naval

and Military Officers at the port held a conference, and weie

agreed that it was now only a natter of time before no stores

or men could be landed at the port; and that it was ■  j

endangering the Amy to delay evacuation,

"With aJ-1 the wooden quays destroyed", writes
the Naval Officer in charge of the base, "the area
surrounding the single concrete quay devastated by
fire, the roads pitted by bomb craters, disintegrated
by the combined effect of heavy traffic and melting snow.
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the recurrent damage- to the rail-way; the machine
gunning'of road traffic, all made i-t paten'b to
those on the sppt that it \vas only a question of
time for the port activities to diminish to such
an extent that the line of. communication could not

be maintained."

.The continuous bombing wa.s, moreover, exposing the

h^bour, and the whole expedition to a new danger; the

harbour -was defended against submarines by trawlers and

patrol vessels that were fitted with submarine detectors; the

losses among these craft were rising; and it was becoming

progressively difficult to coal them and to keep  a sufficient

nurnber on their stations; the attacks from the air vi/ere

thus opening the harbour to attacks from beneath the

water; for the officer in chargecf the anti-submarine defence

wasj.persuaded that "Unless comn-and of the e,

the use of the trawler type A/S craft is inpracticable'.'

danger of attack by submarines was the more urgent in that

Molde Fjord can be entered by tv;o deep vi/atef'''Channels, which

are difficult to watch over their ..wholelength, "' 
'

.  Finally, the officers present; were by "how' av/are .

that, even steady troops and experienced officers lose all

is obtainedv»

their spirit,- if they are subjected to continuous bombardment •• .'A

from the air.- Evidence on this point makes-painful,-but

inpressiye reading;

it up very fairly when he reported:

"The effect of concentrated bombing upon
British Officers and men was most interesting,. To
begin with^, the braver ones made an attenpt to carry
on with their work-.,;., despite the bombs. This was
soon abandoned, 'and all ranks tpok to the woods
and cellars as soon as the aircraft approached.....,, -

I would say that the average raoia oai-^ivstand no more
than one week's bombing, as experienced at
Aandalsnaes, before his nerves are affected."

The-conference of off icers v/as,.-thus unanimous that

evacuation must be begun at once; an.d..Brigadier ,Hogg, who.;-- '

Squadron Leader Vrtiitney-Straight summed

was the senior officer present reported this -to. the War Office,

and asked for their consent. The King of Norway and his
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Cabinet Ministers, who were now asserabled at Mblde, afj)ear

to. have,i:agr.eed; for M. Haisbro, the President, of the

vtQl.d.,-^ur Minister. ̂ t.^St^okholnr that A^.^.snaesStortin
0 9 :

.was-no longer fit t^ be U'sed as a base of opey^gititonsi. It was

known, in Whitehall, that matte^JS were going ill with the

expedition; for, in add.ition to the ;daily reports'that the

coiDmunications upon which the ilrmy depended-were deteriorating,

the Intelligence Staffs of the Air Ministry and the War Office

. had .before them a collection ofevidence., that the Germans were

Norvvoy,
Intelligence.

3V3/I3r
reinforcing the troops in Norway as they pleas/)d,,ang.,^%hat
nothing that we had done had. even.checked, the flow of transports

and supply,...ships. On. the; day when Brigadier Hogg's, report

was being....considered we ...Reamed, through Swedish sources, that

some 120 transports, wit.hi....n gross tonnage of 500,000 had entered

Oslo since April 6th

long and consistent_ohain. ofevidence.

:  This,, moreover, was .only one link in at  :

Permission to. evacuate

was, therefore, given on April 27th, and preparations for it

Ti^ero at once taken in...hand

at Aandalsnaes on

The evacuation itself was effected

the .nighta of April 30/lIaylst and. May, l/2nd;

at Namsos, the entire ejjped it ionary force was withdrawn on

the night May 2/3, , .

As 263 Squadron wa,s.destroyed before the evacuation

began, and as the Air Ministry decided not to send,. liurricanes

to Setnesmoen, (although they were: urged to do so), the

R,A,P, could not directly assist the evacuation.Minutes of

V.G,A.S.

Gonferenpe.

.The Air

Ministry did, however, order that as much indirect assistance

as possible should be given, and, directed Bomber Gommand to

make light attacks upon Stavanger, Aalborg and Pomebu, until

one day before evacuation began,, and to attack them, for the

two nights following, at full strength;

interest to examine the .execution of, this, .order,

whether it influenced such operations as the German lAoftwaffe

so that it is of some

and to see
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carried out against Namsos and Aandalsnaes while the

evacuation was in progress.

On April 28thr, which was the day when the preparations

to evacuate were begun, the Lufwtaffe attacked both Namsos and

.  j^dalsnaes; and all observers report that the bombing lasted

In the Aandalsnaes area, the' town itself, the ships in

the harbour, the town of Molde, and the camp at Setnesmoen were

all bombed and hit.

all day.

\That little was left of Aandalanaoa

was set on fire or destroyed by blast, although the main jetty

was still usable by nightfall; in the harbour, one trawler

yhm suxvk and another was

driven ashore. At Molde the bombers came low, did enormous

damage to the town, and hit the dunp of aviation spirit,

which was, in consequence, burned out. The Army huts at

Setnesmoen were hit and destroyed; and all the Norwegian Amy

stores that were in them were set alight. This destruction at

Setnesmoen, and the simultaneous loss of the aviation spirit

at' Molde, was of grave consequence for the following

As has been said, the 15th brigade held their

position at Kvam on the 26th; but as the troops only did so

with great difficulty, as the eneny were advancing so quickly

in the Osterdal that they would soon be able to enter the

Gudbrandsdal in General Paget's rear, the brigade was ordered

reason.

to retreat, and to organise two defensive positions, one at

Kjotam, another at Otta. The troops retreated on the two

nights following; but as the eneny planes Yi/ere observing

movements without being disturbed or even interfered v;ith,

rear guards were severely pressed and shaken during the second

night of the retreat.

our

our

On the 28th, therefore, after General

Paget had learned that the whole expedition was to be withdrawn

to England; and after he had discussed with the Nonvegian

Commander-in-<ih.ief how this could be done 'without exposing what
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was left of the Norwegian Arrt^ to destruction, he represented, in

a telegram to \Yhitehall, that the Amy might not be able

to extricate itself, unless something were done to slow down

the eneny,’a.advance up the valley; and requested that the

enemy'a communications to the south of Kvam be bonbed while

Director

of

Operations

War Diary,

the retreat and the evacuation were in progress. The only

way of effecting this was to send a squadron of Blenheims to

Setnesraoen; and,this.would have been done, or at all events

atteny)ted, if Setnesraoen had been left alone: actually, the

bombing and the destruction of the place made the project

iii5)Ossible, and it was abandoned.

On April 29.th, the bombing of both the bases

continued: there was now so little left to be destroyed that

the reports of the destruction that vi/as done are not so

specific as the reports of earlier bombing; the eneny's

attacks, were, however, continued all day, at both Namsos

and Aandalsnaes (from v;hich it may be concluded that the

number of bombers that were engaged was not diminished);andHhe

following damage was done: Molde was set alight, from end to■ ■ .

end; the eastern part of the main quay was burned, and, for a

number of hours, all the roads that lead into the town were

impassable, ov/ing to the fires that raged on either side of

them. The eneny. also discovered that Verblungsnes was being

used as a military establishment, and bonbed it; actually,

the R,A.P, had established their headquarters in the place;

the building was set alight, and,all the equipment that had

been collected in it was destroyed. . The first of the troops

were, however, withdrawn from Aandalsnaes, during the night

following upon this bombardment.

On the day following, April 30ih, Namsos was attacked

^d bombed, and Bittern was sunk; but the reports

available state nothing about the length pr the severity of the
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At Aandalsnaes the bonibing appears to have been

as severe, and as continuous, as it had been on the day

attacks.

before: it was not continued after dark, and 2,000 men were

It was, however, during thisembarked during the night,

day that the Air Ministry's order became operative that the

aerodromes from which the Luftwaffe were operating against Norway

On the nightwere to be bombed with eveiy available aircraft,

of April 30th, and during the following day, Stavanger was

therefore bonbed by thirty-one aircraft; during the night

April 30th fourteen aircraft,., attacked Oslo Fomebu. (Por

details see Part VI document l).

Stavanger and Pomebu did influence the eneny's operations,

it did so by obliging them to relax their exertions against

Aandalsnaes and Namsos during the days and nights when their

If then, this bombing of

bases were being attacked, with regard to this the following

facts and statements give gLiidance.

On the following day - May 1st - Aandalsnaes was

certainly bombed; but in the only report that we have of the

bombing, it is spoken of as intermittent during the day, and

severe between 1620 and I8OO hours. Another report states;

"At both ports (i,e. Aandalsnaes and Molde), we had a quiet

This sounds as though there was a relaxation;afternoon.

0,0,Auckland
Letter of

Proceedings
in 54528.

but Brigadier Hogg entered in his diary that "there was

The eneny'sbombing all day", which suggests the opposite,

attacks certainly Ceasedafter nightfall; and this night of

1/2 May was the second and final night of the evacuation at

rather more than 2,000 men were embarked without

interruption during the dark hours,

Aandalsnaes was thus only partial;

Aandalsnaes;

The relaxation at

at Namsos, there was

certainly less bombing; for the A.A, brigade headquarters

Recces a conparatively quiet afternoon"; and the4t

reported:

Hallams nade a similar report.
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May 1/2 was the second day when the Air Ministry's

order'was. operative and it was-thus executed;

■■ bonibed by fifteen aircraft from 10 and 10? Squadrons;

Stavanger was

Pomebu by six aircraft from 77 and 102 Squadrons, and

ilalborg by five aircraft from 2*4 and 50 Squadrons,

bombing gave relief to the base, it did so during the

day and night following;

certainly consider that there was a relaxation during

Ifey 2nd; for the

If

and the officers at Namsos d

A.A. brigade entered in their diary,

 this

id

"that

there were no furthrr eneny attacks, and that they were

thankful for it. The Hallams diary contained the significant

This, combined i.Ath sene reports that

considerable daraage \vas done at Pomebu and Stavanger, made

entry, "Quiet,"

it look a's though the indirect assistance that the. R.A,Ph

rendered during the critical days of the evacuatio.p did

contribute to the success of the operation and certainly■the

enemy relaxed their attacks upon Namsos and Aandalsnaes at

.moment when they might have been expected to press then; for
on May 2nd, that is on the afternoon when our offieex's were

preparing to evacuate liamsos (and when the disturbance of
j. - 1

severe attacks would have been 'most felt), the British Prime

Minister intimated publicly, that v<e Vi/ere withdrawing from

Norway,'

a

■

a

-'.:'

 ■ ■■

i
J. - '•This annouheerent, and the evacuation at. Aandalsnaes,

(which'- the enei::y must have ascertained during .Ma;/ 1st) made the
Luftwaffe watchful for shipping and for convoys,

reconnaissance machines detected the convoy that vi/as carrying

Their

-'.K ■ ■

the Namsos force; ;md it was repeatedly attacked ,be,tween

0800 and 1000 hours on May 3rd, The French destroyer Bison
and the British destroyer iifridi were sunk, before, .the convoy

.  got clear.

■  I
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THB OaiRATIOrB AGAIICT IWIK.

The first British landings in the Narvik area were

simultaneous with the landings further south; but the attack
^  ¥

upon Trondhjem, the advance, and the Subsequent retreat in

the Gudbrandsdal, did not influence the course of operations

in the northern part of Norway, and the reason why this was

so will be understood if the situation! of Narvik is consider

ed. Narvik is a Norwegian town, but it is cut off from the

more populous part of the country by line upon line of natural

barriers: the north-going road from Trondhjera stops at

Sorfolla; and this place is separated from Narvik by a

succession of jagged inlets and hi^ mountains. Ofot Fjord,

on which the town of Narvik stands, is an indentaticn with

many hundred similar indentations to the north and south of it;

for the northern coast of Norway is beyond all description

harsh and savage. A valley, with many lakes in it, runs

eastward from Qfot Fjord; and this valley and the open sea

are natural approaches to the place; for it is isolated on

the south by a high wall of naked mountains; and on the north

by another mass of mountains, which can, it is true, be

traversed by a road that runs from Bjerfcvik to Bardufoss and

thence to Tromso. The railway that ends at Narvik runs througji

a cleft in the mountains; .and only twenty miles of the line

are in Norwegian territory: indeed, a traveller whb wished

to visit the town by railway 'would make .all, or nearly all,

his journey throu^ Sweden,

Narvik was originally a fishermans' hamlet; and the

fishermen v/ho first settled there probably selected the

peninsula upon which the town is built, because its sides

are not quite so abiaipt and rugged as the sidbs of the

neighbouring ones, and because there is a little flat land

(where boats can be careened)! at the outer point. After

being a fishermans' settlement for many centuries, Narvik
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becaKB a place/csf'a odd iir^ortance the Swedes

,  the . irop,,;field3 at (Jalll^are and Karuna. These di

opened up

stricts lie

to-'the past aiid south east of that cleft in the mountain ranges

through vtoich Farvik is appPached- c»i its landward side j

largo heavy cargoes are

so, as

moro cheaply transported by sea than by

land, and as the'fjords round Narvik do not freeze during the

winter, it ■was found convenient and profitable to carry large
*

quantities of the ore ovor the railway to Narvik, and to load
it on to 4ho freighters at tho quayside. In order to deal -wit

See War
Office Hand
book, Nor-
v/ay Topo
graphy,

h

this traffic, tho ccxmorcial magnates of Norway either built or

persuaded tho Storting to build. a fairly largo and -well equipped

harbour, whore between throe and six thousand tons of ore, and,.
about throe hundred and fifty tens of coal could bo handled

daily. Since their first capture of tho town, tho Germans had .

occupied tho peninsula upon which it stands, the northern sido

of;tho Eombaks Fjord, and tho road between Bjorkvik and Gratangon.
Tho Norwegian forcos ■?s©re to the north of them on tho roads

between Iiaveaigpn and Hlvones; and botwoon Lund and Bardu; the
,j:r

Norv/ogian Commanders hoadquartors wore at Bardu,
il'r-

:i On thp t^th April, the 24th Gkiards brigade, (Bri^dier, ,
Frazer) landed at Harstad, on the island of Hinoy.
certain amount of industrial plant and a good harbour at Harstad

for a number of canning factories

There is a.

and a herring meal and fish

oil industry have been up there, and a ccnsiderable volume

quays. Hinoy is the big^st , ,
island of the archipelago that lies to the west of Ofot Fjord
and Narvik}

of traffic can be h,andlod , at tho

like the mainland, tho island is deeply indented,

\

mountainous and forbidding,

from Harstad by a fairly good coastal road {

true that the road is interrupted''by tho Tjeld Sund, but
steam ferry connects the ends of the island and tho mainland

The Narvik district can be approa

a

ched

see map)). It is

roads.

After roconnoiying the whole district, and tho ,



Gormn positions in particular, Qoneral iiaclosoy {who

commanded the force) was persuaded that KTanrik could be recovered;

but only by prolonged operations. The old British rule of

combined operations, that the senior Admiral shall command at

sea and the senior General on land was, however, now suspended^

and Admiral Lord Cork and Orrery was Supreme Conmander of the

expedition. This officer violently contested the General’s

opinions, and it was only bocause the best inforited officers on

the Faval Staff wore on the General’s side, that the Admiral was

deterred from embarking upon his own projects.

On April 27th, three battalions of chasseurs alpins

(General Bethouard)) joined the oxpeditim: they made Ballangon

their baso of operations, and put out parties on the northern

side of the fjord, at Lonvik. On the following day, both

Gonorals met in ccanforonce. The French General’s views wore

identical with thoso of his British colleague; Narvik could not

be reduced by the operations that the Admiral was then bucming to

embark upon: a bombardnent from the sea (which was to bo directed

indiscriminatoly upon the Forwogi.ah po^lation and the German

garrison), and a v/ild rush against the Gorman fortified positions

round the town:
u - • CVA. '

if, however, the Gormans could bo driven "from

tho northorn shore of Rombaks Fjord;

established at its extreme end (Oijord);

if artillery could be

and if, simultaneously.

Allied troops could clear the Ankenes peninsula, and advance to

the head of the Beisfjord, it would be possible to land on the

southern side of tho Rombaks Fjord and to drive the enemy off tho

peninsula, towards Hunddalen,

attained if a strong French contingent moved by sea to Salangen,

joined hands- with the Worw3gians further east and thon marched on

Tlie corresponding iHovemsnts on the sOLithom

side of Eombaks Fjord wero to be undertaken by the British.

While tho Generals were concerting this plan, t,hey

learned that the operations round Trondhjom and in tho

These objects could be best

Bjerkvik and Oijord,
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CJudbrandgdal w3ro going' ill

Wor^ay was to be abandoned

and that tho southern part of
■fiC 3BVy 'ii ■

The ground that was occupied by our

troops round Narvik was now our only foothold in the country; and
.  .» '

we had become the Norwegian G-overnnent's last line of defence

against the Germans; for King Haakon and the Cabinet were now in

ifromso. On the other hand, Narvik is so isolated that it made very
little difference to the plan that the Generals were now agreed

upon that all southern Norway was in Gorman hands. When he

communicated the news, the C,I,G.S. did, hov/over, order that

force should be sent south to protect the aerodroriBs at Bodo:

company-of Scots Guards was detached on the day following*

It was originally intended that the air component to

this NoTTregian expeditionary force should be thus constituted.

a

a

Pile Ho, 4 Base Area,
S5301.

Ho, 10 Servicing Plight,

Ho, §63 Pighter Squadron (Gladiators)).

• No,-46.Pieter Squadron'-(fifurricaheg^i^"

Ho* 5c 1 Pieter-Squadron, ’ '

Ho, 40 Bomber vSquadr on (Blenheims)) i

Ho, 4l6, Arn:5r Co-operation Pli^t,

No, 11 Eadio and Signal Section,

Ho.''; 11 Observers Screen,

: No.; 3/201-, 202, 247 Transportable EadiodJnit^',

Ho, 20 Air'Stores Park, i.y;'

>1,

,T

No, 3 Mjdical Receiving Station,

. No, 1 M.T, Company,
^1 f

No, 1 P.A.C. Unit,

Ho, 21 Wing (Air 'Information)''  *

Ho, 933 Balloon Section.

This force was, however, still forming at Uxbridge

when tho squadron number 263 was destroyed at Lesjokogen; -and

tho ill nows from that place, .and tho evacuation of Nomsos and
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Aandaisneea delayed the despatch of the remaining units still

Ifevertheless, it was patent, by the end of April,

that this air con^sdnent would operate with the northern oxpedit-

further.

, r,

ionary force at Uaivih, and the following preparations had been ,

made for its reception*

TV/o officers Wing Commander Atcherley and Squadron,

loader Bell - reached Harstad at the end of April, and after

flying over the whole zone of operations, decided that the ,f '

filter squadrons that woro to be attached to tho air compcaiont, „

could most suitably be operated from the Forwogian aerodromes

at Bardufoss, and from the landing ground at Skaanland, laksely ,.

was selected as the best site for the bomber squadron:

aerodrome is at the head of the Porsanger Pjord; and i

this

t well

illustrates how difficult it was to find suitable bases, and '

what obstacles had to be ov'ercome before, any operations in the

air could be undertaken, that no other site coiild be "found for

In the south the aorodrottB at Bodo was^

These places wore, .however, ohly suitable

in that they could be converted into v/orkablo adrodronfes

of thorn (except Loksolv) vrorp covorod W:qthpsovoral feet'of snow;

the bomber squadron*.

chosen as a base.

all

tho ground beneath tho snoiv v/as frozen to a depth of throo foot

or more, and as tho soil on all those places was poaty*and soft,

tho whole surface becane spongy (and remained so for vreeks)!

the tine for..this was, moreover, fastafter the thaw set in;

approaching. Wo operations could bo undertaken from any place.
I

therefore, until large drains had been out cind a better surface

over and above., this, iHiless dispersallaid along the runways;

bays with good protection against blast, air raid shelters,

and accommodation that should give aomo security against bombing

could be construoted, a disaster similar to the disaster at

Lesjekogen Lake was virtually certain. Wing' Comnander Atcherley

put this vibrk in hand at Bardufoss and Lakselv; Squadron Leador

Boll at Skaanland, and Pli^t Lioutenant liSastorman at Bodo.
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Tho air componont was still being celloctad, and 263 squadron

viaa. still.,bGing, EptGen,g^^itutod,' at tho bogirtning of Miy. • —‘

While thqgo,...preparations woro boing pushed forward,

tho Germans woro talcing such nDa,3uros a.o v.'oro proper for making

tho host use of the advantages that they already onjoyod* Of

the aerodromes that were in their possession, Vaernes was the

most Central, and the one from which operations in northern

Norway could most conveniently bo undertalsan: great enlargements

-  of the aerodroiiB were, therefore, taken in hand, and the forces

that were there stationed in mid April were strengthened by a

Squadron of long range bombers and a Gruppe of single engined

fighters (Ms, 109’s),

It was, moreover, itr5)ossiblo that wo shoiuld deliver

War Gabinot such attacks against Trondhjem Vaornos as wo had dolivorod
(40)' m

for tho placo is 460 miles from tho ShotLandsagainst Stavanger,'

and 760 milos from tho Yorkshire coast: such bombors as could

.-'i

reach tho noi^bourhood had thorofore no timo to soaTch. f or tho

aorodromo, which was not easy to find’at the best of tito. In

any oaso it was nov; fully admitted that those attacks upon aero- ■

dromes woro not giving good rG3ults', as tho heaviest,'and the:/.best;

dolivorod attack against the 'aerodrbmDs in southern Norway, had

rarely reduced the number of aeroplanes that operated from them

on the following day,

It the beginning of Hlay we estimated that tho German-. ! .- ,

Joint Intel- Air Nor00s in Norway were thus distribui:bd:
ligonce Com
mittee papers,
Gorman Order

cf battle,

4.V,40,

' p ••

Trondhjem, Vaernes: 1  squadron of long rarigo bombers
(He,111)

3 squadrons of dive bomborsi.
(Ju., 87's)).

3 squadrons of single’seator: filters
(Ife, 109’s)

3 squadrons of long range bombors
(H0,11i ‘s)'

3 squadrons of double ehgihod fighter,3
(Ife.. 110‘s)-

Stavanger,

1 squadron of coastal units
(He,113»s)).

3 squadrons of single noator filter
(l,fe, 109’s)),

Kristian sand. o P

i ■ o:K-
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7 squadrcais ccf bombof#
(

DbIo. Forttebu,

Berll t’s, Ju,88*a eOBd Ju,87*3))

1  squadron of ;l:j>omber reccnneiissance
machines (He .Hi's).

3 squadrons of Army Co-operation
machines {Do. 17 and Hs*126))

1  squadron of coastal units (type
■ doubtful))',.

\

In addition, some 100' aircraft of the coabtal type

The German squadrons

were still being: operated mainly from stations in Sohlosv/ig and

Donmark, although Stavanger was occasionally used as a control

were believed to be operating in the fjords.

station.

On Ifey zone of operations was enlarged by

orders from the War Office, who informed the Flag Officer at

Narvik that it was thou^^t important that the north going road

from Trondhjem i^ould be blocked against a German advEinoe; and

that Bodo should be reinforced: two independent con^anies vrere.

therefore, being sent to Ifoisjoen; one to Ifo; and two to Bodo,

During the week following the French troops made the movements

preparatory- to , the attack'oh'Narvik: '■ the battalions that had
r , • ■ -■(yo.

,, been detached to Salangon' arid the Norwegi^ troops in that area

moved southwards' towards Bjerkvik, and cleared the mountains on
i-,

/ I

the troops of the Foreign Legion preparedeither side- of„the road;
I  ! •

to attack Bjorlarik. On lliy 9'th, the Polish brigade of four

battalions arrived at Harstad; and the independent companies

that the Wox Office were sending out reached Mosjoori and Bodo,

Tho Germans began to press us in this southern part of the

■  I wrnl

,  i •

and General Macke soy reinforced tho indopondont

companies by despatching tho remainder of tho Scots Guards,

Msanvhiile, tho Gormans opened their' long expected

and this at onco influenced tho

theatre;

(May 11th)',

attack on tho Western Front;

course of oporationa in northern Norway.

, This at onslau^t pro sente d those responsible for

tho conduct of tho war vri-th tho difficulty that regularly appears

Directorate
of Plans
Appondicos
War Series
463,
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■when a Britich war plan is being' devised: we -were engaging^ an

eneny who -was considerably more powerful than -we -were in the

main " theatre of V7ar; and W8 were engaging him, simultaneously

■'-' in a' secondary -theatre, what forces vrero to be allotted to each.

and \-^at conduct wore they to follow? If Narvik had 'been occupied.

and if the Germans had been expelled from nor-thorn Norway, before

the onslaught in the ■v'jost began, the difficulty of giving the

■problem a good solution would not have boon so groat; and this

Appendices- 'to is probably -why the First Lord (with the memories of Gallipoli,
Narratives

prepared by""' SaloBica, Pdlestino and Ifcsopotamia, making him anxious for -the
military
Branch of
Historical
Secticai,

future): several timea urged that somothing quick and violent

should be attempted; for on April 17th he sta-ted that the

proposals for prolon^d operations round Narvik involved a

"damaging deadlock, and the immobilisation of one of our best

brigades: three days later he -wired that it was "hi^ly desirable,

both for' political and military reasons, that -there should be no

and on May 3^d, the First Lorddelay in the capture of Narvik;

sent a personal -messag^;, to Lord Cork and Orrery in which he said

that "every day that Narvik remained untaken imperilled the -whole
■"-no

enterprise."

As it had been patent, for somo time past, that Narvik

would not. be in our hands when the attack on the Low Countries

began, -the Government had boon considering what forces could bo

spared for the enterprise, and v/hat forces could subsequently

bo allowed to remain in northern Norv/ay, before the Gormans

On May 6-th, -thoroforo, Lieu-tenmt-actually opened.their attack.

General Auchinlock was instinc-ted to go to Norway, and to report

what forces would bo needed to preserve a part of Norv/ay os a

seat of govornmont for the Norwegian King and Government;

prevent the Gormans from obtaining .^on ore through Narvik; and

toWar CaJainot
paper Hist,
iC): 1
Appendix A.

to in-terforo!■ as nuch as could be, with "the ore rou-te from

This matter was still unsettled on May 10th;Lulea to Germany,

for General Audiinlock only arrived on the day following; but
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everybody concerned in the operationg, and the offficors of the

. air corqjonont in particular must, from now onwarda, havo

.... f.-

grasped that forcog would be allotted to them very oparingly:
■::r

■ ■

they, were presumably, reminded of this fairly frequently; for

thenceforward, the daily news was of eneny victories, and of

Allied disasters.

The immediate consequence to the air operations in,

ITorway was that all the indirect assistance that the bomber

squadrons had been giving, by bombing Stavanger, Aalborg, Pomobu,

and Vaemes now ceased; for the bombers automatically began to

execute the plan that the French and British had been devising

for months past. It is a matter of speculation vriiethor the

indirect support that had been given by the bonier Squadron

materially impeded the Gorman operations in Norway:

the Germans were now free of the nui sance;

if it d

for such assist

id.

ance

as was, henceforward, given by the squadrons of Coastal Conmand

v/as not conporable to the assistance that had previously been

given by the bombora

Group Captain Moore, the senior officer of the air

component arrived at Harstad v/ith General Auchinlock; ho was

accompanied by some, but by no moans (ill, the units that wore

allotted to the air component. The Arn^r authorities at Harstad

did not, however, know that an R.A.P. contingent was on its way;

and the movement control parties (being surprised by its eirrival))

wore unable to unload and distribute the Air Force stores and

■; i ;

Port V
document ^
14,

equipment as quickly as was needed if they wore to bo made safe

against air attacks The personnel of the base area, therefore,

dealt with the baggage and equipment; and, in order that the

work at Skaanland aerodrome should be prossod forward, a large

part of the base porscnnol were turned into an aerodrome con

struction party, and £»nt there. When these arrangements
’  ■ I

wore completed. Group Captain Mootro reported that neither

Bardufoss nor Skaanland aerodromos could bo made ready before
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Cypher tele- May 22nd;
grams X5194
and from rear Fjord could, however, be used at once. After considering' this
admiral / . . '
Narvik to

Admiralty
12,V,40 and

X4966 from
Flag officer fighter squadrons were to wait until Bardufoss and Skaanlond
in ohargb' ic
Narvik to

Admirdlty
12.V,40..ond'

cypher tele
gram X5209
from Admiralty
to F.O.ffar- and Mo,

vik 12,V,40,

Box II,H5,1d, troops that wore landed on the Hemes peninsula, and by a landing

force that was carried up the fjord in a transport. Our troops

wore extricated by 30a and taken to Bodo; and as  a Gorman advance

in this area threatened the position at Bodo, General l\Iaokesoy

ordered substantial reinforcements to bo sent south, (the Guards

Brigade, loss the 2nd South Wales Borderers-, a,'troop of field

artillery, a troop of li^t A, A. artillery and a field Company)).

This turned out ill; for the transport that was carrying the.

the bomber squadrons aerodrome, on the Porsanger

report, the Admiralty and the Air Ministry ruled that the aero

drome on the Porsangsr Fjord was not to be used; and that the

were ready to receive them.

Duriig the next week (May 11th/l8th)) the enony moved

northwards from Trondhjem and pressed our troops out of Mosjcori!

The Mbsjoon position was taken in rear by airborne

> I

.  . T. ;
• • JJ

: hi

-Ji :

\

and theIrish Guards ,was attacked from the air and aianlc;

cruiser Effingham struck a rock and became a total loss while

The Scots Guardsshe was carrying another battalicxi to Bodo.

driven out of Mo on the 18th and began their retreat up

The enemy’s air forces assisted

in these operations, but v?e know nothing about the units that

were

the valley tov/ards Saltfjord,

were engaged or about the manner in which they Tjore onployed.

The Scots Guards - one of the finest regiments in the British

Army - reported that it disheartened everybody, that enemy

pianos inspected every position that was occupied, without

let or hindrance; and the men always fait that this loaded

Brigadier Gu&ins, who ccKn~the dice heavily against them,

manded In the Mo-Bodo area, said that he could have held the

Germans if he had been able to fi^t the in'in the air. This

impossible, as Bodo airfield was not then ready.was

-  .■-I. !
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In tha Marvik area, matters isent better, for hare two

battalions of the Foreign Legion lanied at Bjorkvdk, expelled

the Gtormans from it, and so cleared ihe norihern side of the

Cypher tel,
X5323 to
Admiralty
from P.0,

Narvik

24.V,40. ̂

Rombaks Fjord as far as Traoldal.

General Auchinleck had now consulted vri-th the NotrwegianSee cypher
Message X5937
of I5.V.4O.
Norv/ay Policy
and Plana

H H5 1d.

Generals Ruga and Fleischer, and despatched the report that ho

had been ordered to prepare:

"Thh Germans had destroyed 30 niich in the port of
Narvik, and the Navy's bombardments had destroyed so
much more that no iron ore was lilcoly to bo shipped to

Germany for many months: interfering with the shipments
of ore from Lulea was not feasible, unless the Swedish
authorities themselves assisted and this was not likely:

to carry NarV’ik and to hold it as a seat of government
for the King, the Cabinet card the Storting v/as therefore
the only task that the expeditionary force in Norway was

now called upon to perform. If it was to bo done, the
area Bodo Harstad Skaanland must bo hold; and of theso

positions Bodo was oktremoly inportant, for if it fell
into the enemy hands., and if the LiiFitwaffe could operate
from it, the ainchorags at Harstad, and all the depots in
the Narvik zone would be untenable,"

The General, therefore, reported

"that ho would need seventeen battalions, with a suitable
proportion of artillery engineers, and armoured troops;
104 A. A. guns of 3,7" calibre; §6 Bofors'guns; two
Hurricane squadrons, one Blenheim squadrcsi, and one Arny
Co-operation squadron,"

When this report v/as received in London, the nows from

the Western Front was of the worst: the Dutch Army was utterly

the French Armies on the Isfeusooverthrown, and had capitulated;

and -the Belgian Armies vrare being driven from ono

While the Chiefs of the Staffs Committee

Vifere routed;

position to another,

considered General Auohinleck's report, Brussels was abandaiod:General

Auohinleck's

Rep cm t of
proceedings
para, Z]»

the reply to it "Was, therefore, that the French and British

Staffs could allot twelve French and British battalions; ten

independant companies, forty-eight heavy and sixty light A.A,

one Hurricane, cno Gladiator squadron, and possibly anguns;

ToArny Co-operation flight to the expedition but no more,

this the General answered that he might bo able to perform

the task that had been given him vdth the twelve battalions

but that tho allovjanco of anti-that were now allovjed him;
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airctraft artillery "and air 0 quadras would Toe insufficient if

the enemy attacked the bases and aerodromes in northern Norway,

as appeared probable* The General particularly deplored the

reduction in the Air S’crces of his Command and said, that he

o’ould not patrol the base areas and fleet anchorages with fewer

than two Hurricane squ^ronsj

attack in the air ̂ if he were given some bombers;

that he could only meet tho oneny' 3

and that,

unless he could neet it, the whole force (which was already

discouraged by the enerty's air attacks) would become quite dis

heartened, If the eneny attacked, therefore. General Auchinleck

could not hold himself responsible for tho safety of the force;

and the evacuation of northern Norway would be the only solution,

Tho Chiefs of Staff Committee, to TAiom the matter was

referred recommended evacuation.W,P. (40))
165.

"Our present operations in Norway" ran-the re peart "do
not constitute a profitable militairy detachment. It is
true that tho Germans have 11 divisions in the country
and that we havo the equivalent of only l^- divisions. But

>. the Gormans employed their forces to overcome southern
Norv/ay, and there is no roascai for them to lock up largo
forces in Norway merely because wo" are; at Narvik, Moreover,
the air forces that the Gormans had stationed in Norway could

•operate against the United Kingdom, and were not in any
sense diverted from the main theatre. And furthermore the

expedition to Norway was absorbing forces that would be
bettor employed elsewhere. Tho naval forces in tho Narvik
zone new numbered J'

3 Aircraft carriers,
2 Anti-aircraft cruisers,.
4 cruisers (one of them a modern, 8" cruiser))
13 destroyers.
2 sloops,"

In addition to this, 43 heavy and 60 li^t A,A, guns wore
needed for tho defence of tho aerodrome and of the base,
eind this was a heavy: burden; for these guns were much

needed for the defence of the United Kingdom, The two
squadrons at Bardufoss would not suffice to defend the

base or the town of Narvik, if it v/ore severely attacked,
and it was not going to be easy to maintain, oven these
tv/o squadrons in Norway: their losses would be high;
Hurricanes could not be spared; Gladiators wero no longer

being manufactured and very few of those aircraft vere
to be found in the aircraft storage units.

"Ae against this it was not to be disguised that
there were substantial reasons for remaining in Norway:
discredit would attach to us if wo abandoned the Norwegians
altogether; moreover, if we captured Narvik, and held
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it, certain quantities'of timber, iran,-ore. .and high grade
.  steel would be assured to us. The reasons for holding chi

could not ̂'’however have the same weight as the, reasons for
withdrawing: the campaign in France was going ill; and
the advance of' the German armies was endangering Great
Britain and Prance :■ The security of Prance and of the
United Kingdom is essential; the retention of northern
DTorway is not."

The Chiefs of Staff therefore recomnended that our forces should

be withdrawn after Narvik had been captured and after the harbour

and its installations had been made unusable.

The abandoning of the whole enterprise was, therefoie,

virtually decided before the squadrons arrived; for this report

was being prepared on May 21st; and 263 squadron arrived in the
-  i ' '

Furious on the same day. The state of affairs was then this

Bardufoss was ready to receive the Gladiators, in that

two run ways, ei^xteen dispersal bays, with taxying lanes to them,

an underground operations room, and a number of places where

officers and men could rest and sleep had been prepared. The

operations room was, however, still little ,^tter than a rude

excavation; and the accommodation that was ready was insufficient

for all, as a number’'of officers and men were compelled to build

wooden v/igwaras for themselves as soon as they arrived. The aero

drome was defended by ei^t heavy and t\rolvo light A.A. guns: the

■: t: distribution of anti-aircraft artillery over the whole area was;

for Harstad and Skaonland, twenty-four heavy and
eighteen light guns,

for Bode,-ed^t heavy and fivelvo li^t guns,

for Trofflso, ei^t heavy and sixteen li^t guns.

The aerodrome y/as supplied through Sorreisa; tho road

between tho two places v/as bad. .; and communication botv/een tho

two hldcos might have boon severed for long periods,

spare parts, and no puncturo repair outfits had boon sont vjith

Ihe Army, authoritie 3 supplied what was

noedod, and oommunioatiohs., ..thou^ difficult, wore olv^ays main

tained.

as no

the E.A.P, lorries.

Part V.
document

14.
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Two linos of obrorvor posts were nearly set up: one

in the-'^Bodoi-Saus^cp districts, the other in the Lofoten Islands;

but mioh remained tq 'ce done before the observer screen was in

full ■working’ order., . In the first place, it was not realised

that the Norwegians, .-wefp -mintaining a well selected chain of

observer posts along,the whole coast from Velfjord (lat. 65°:

30' N. long. 12°: 20 3) to Tromso; and that what was needed

from us was not a British observer screen imposed upon the

Norwegian one; but the supplying of such additional wireless

equipment as v/ould improve the Norwegian system. Secondly,

the equipment that was supplied to the observer screen was by

no means the most suitable to the work in hand: the pack set

(R.1082 T.1083) far too weak to send messages across the

hi^ iron bound mountains of Norway; for the accumulators did

Part V
docijment

16,

not give ,the necessary poyrer, and -the .wave meter was accurate

only on the lower frequencies. Thirdly, as no arrangements

had been made.,-for housing, or feeding, or paying, the men

b' of the observer, screen; as no transport had been allowed to

the Cotiroanding Officer, and as,the Norwegians had none ito

lend, the -preliminarjLeq of settling in the posts were much drawn

' out. .Noverthele.ss, when the squadron arrived at Bardufoss, those

1..
*  I-

difficulties had been so far overcome that the Norwegian observer

screen and our own were reporting onomy mo-roments to the air

compcffiont’s headquar’ters at Harstad, with a delay that varied

from two to ton minu’tos.

It had been iiitended that the observer screen should
1.

bo supplemented by R.D.P, stations in the Bodo and Svol'v'aor

districts; but the officers who had boon sont to find sui-table

sites had found that the Norwegian coast was ill sui-tod to tho

Tho establishing of R.D.P, stations on the coast ofpurpose.

Seo Box

Norv/ay
Organisation
filos covor

338.

but long trials and• Norway was not, in itsolf, impossible;

experiments v;quld have boon nonossary before a good chain of
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posts could have been'sot up*; i . :

When Gladia^torB took off from the carrier, the

nyeather was thick and foul, and the squadron at once, suffered

for two aircraft'struck a mountadn side, and both wereloss;

wrecked. The task that was allotted to the squadron was that

patrols should be maintained over the base and the 5'leet anchorage;

and this was done from May 22nd until our^ tropps wore withdrawn.

The highest number of sorties in a day was fifty-five: the

lowest, seventeen} on every day v/hen our aircraft was patrolling,

enemy planes v;er© met and fought. The consequence of these oper

ations must be examined separately.

During the five days that followed upon the squadrons

arrival, the Glermans pressed their operations in the southern

area. On Ma.y 25th the Irish CJuards were severely, engaged at

Pothua to the south of Saltdals fjord, and they reported that the

enemy's sujsriority in the air was deciding the issue of every

action that they foUght: as.Bodo landing ground was now ready,

three Oladiaters Were, sent there on the follovriuig day (May 86th)),

The pilots found','when they -stTrived, that the runway was dangerous:

the building of a wooden rumvay, 9^0 feet long, v/as iimiodiately

taken in hand, and it was ocmplotad by nddnigdit,
r.' , •

took off on the day follow;ing and fought a number of actions in

the Bodo district. The Irish Guards, who yrare retiring from

Pothus, vrero not 'so severely attacked by aircr>aft as thoy had been

The Gladiators

r-y ■

previously; but this \Tas probably because the enemy sent all

their available squadrons against Bodo itself. The eneny'sfile S^301

attacks began at 0745 hours, when twelve Ju, 87*s and four

life, 110's attacked the landing ground and. the town;

iators were put out of action, and 3am damage v;as done to the

In the afternoQn,..;.'1d3e attacks v/ere begun again, and they

two Glad-

town,

were pressed vd-th the' greatest energy,

runway were wrecked beyond repair;

aranunition, the food and the petrol dumps were all destroyed.

The aarodroKB and the

in the tovm, the 25 pounder
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and tho place itself was reduced to ashes,

G-ladiators that had tried to stem the onslaught, one escaped and

reached Bardufoss, ■■.O:

Of the three

The northern part of the theatre was now reinforced

by the Hurricane squadron. {Wo,46)' which arrived in the G-lorious

on the 26th, It v/as originally intended that this squadron

should be based on Skaanland; but the first two aircraft that

landed there tipped on to their noses, and it was realised that

more work waxld have to, bo done on the runway,

squadron v/aro sent on to Bardufoss, and were ordered to patrol

the - base and iiie Eombaks Fjord,

The rest of the

By this time, the French were ready to make the final

The plan was that the troops on the northern

side of the Eombaks Fjord should be carried in boats to the

attack on Warvik.

{■ .

southern side,, and should land under cover of the guns that had

been established.at,Oijord: simultaneously, the Poles on the

Ankanes peninsula were‘to clear Beisfjord and then tq pass on to
the north east ando-north. These operations were begun at O3OO

hours car May 28: they continued all day and were successful?

for by 22Q0 hours, the, Frei:|ch troops were in Narvik? the PdLes

were in Beisfjord? and the, .German gEirrison were driven towards

Hunddalen, ■ The squadrons patrolled tho battle area during the day?

it was never possible to lioep more than three machines in the air

at oiie time? and to do this, forty-two operational flights were

made' by 263 squadron and fifty-three by 46 squadron. Three

engagements were fought during the course of the day.
. (’■

As soon as these operations wore completed, the

evacuation of northern Norway was begun; for the Government had

already ordered it. For the matter had again been referred to

a special committee, who found no reason to modify the recom

mendations that had already been made by the Chiefs of Staff,.^

They reported:
}

"that we were not ablo to provide the forces that 'the
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c.o.s. Conmonder-in-Chiof thougiit neoossary for the defence of '
Narvik^ , and, that inasmch as we could not provide them,the’
Gtermans could make our position in northern Norway untenable*
In so grave 9. state of affairs as then prevailed, it
hi^ly important that we should reduce our cormnitnienrts in

secondarly theatres, and assemble every available destroyer,
filter squadron and anti-aircraft battery for the defence of
the Ifiiited Kingdom;

not remain^at the figure fixed by General Auchinleck; that
the providing of them would'be a drain upon the Air Pacce and
upon the Navy; and finally, that our expedition to ncmthorn
Norway had not obliged the Germans to disperse their forces more
than we had dispersed ours.”

This report was accepted by the Chiefs of Staff and by the Government,

and the decision to evacuate was ratified by the Supreme War Council,

It was, indeed, patent that we could no longer spare a man or a gun,

far less a squadron of fighters, for a secondary theatre of war, when

disasters -mre accumulating so fast in the principal one. Since

Jiay 17th when General Auchinleck had recoivod the Government's

ruling upon the forces that could be spared for northern Norv;ay, the

journal of misfortunes had been: that tho"Gorman Armies had reached

was

that the forces detached to Narvik would

(40)'
207,

Jii ■

the Channel ports ond had captured’Boulogne;

more of northern Prance than they had taknii' iii'the last wax, that

the British Army, separated from the French and'’’tHe Belgian,

retiring"' upon the smnJll, inadequate port of Dunltifk and upon the

open coast on either side of it,

captured, the Belgian Arrcy surrendered,

tho reperts frcxn our Ambassador at Eome left but little doubt that

that they had overru

was

On the day when Narvik was

In additibn to all this

n

::oro^-

the Italians would declare war against us;' and the Governnent were,

at this moment, making vhat preparations could be made for a war

in the Ifediterranean.

• ’.K*

Bode was the first place to be evacuated; the bombing

of the place had not destroyed the pier; and the withdrawal,

which was begun on the'night of May 29th, was completed by the

night of May The enotry did not interfere with it. In the

north, tho withdrawal had to be carried out in such a manner

that the Norv/ogian forces that vx) v;ere abandoning should not at

It v/as, on this account,

carried out very gradually, and lasted for five days and ni^ts

.General  I

Auohinleck's once bo ovorwheluBd and destroyed,
Eoport
para* 84,
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(June 3rd/8th)'. The greater part af the S.A.P. headquarters at

Harstad was taken away on the second day of the evacuation,

evacuation of the aerodromes was carried out in this laanner.

The

The

Ifocrwegians were now very bitter at the misfortunes that our policy

had brought upon them; at the ruin and destruction that had over

taken any to'.vn that had harboured our troops, and at the calamities

that had befallen any Norwegian forces that had depended upon

for aid;

us

it was, therefore, important that the d)andc»iing cf the

aerodromes should be concealed from them to the last. In order to

deceive the NonTOgians, we invented a story that the fighter squadrons

vjore to be moved to Skaanland;

be based at Bardufoss;

that two bomber squadrons vrere to

and that the movement of stores and of

aircraft (vjhich could not be concealed)'

arrangement.

June 7th;

Tlie two squadrons patrolle

wore consequent upon this

d the Narvik area until

the aircraft were flown to the Glorious on the day

following. After the last aircraft had taken off;

of Bardufoes was begun.

the destruct

The official report runs thus :

ion

"The aerodrome v/as destroyed by blovfing craters in it
with dynamite, on a diagonal pattern. The work of demolition was
commenced at OO3O hours on the 8th June, and by 0245 hours, 120
craters were blovm about one and a h;rlf metres in diameter by one
metre deep:"

five hundred metres of rummy number one was left, for the use of

some Norwegian Pokker bombers. On the following morning, the

Norwegians continued and completed the work of destruction.

ICLsfortuno overtook the two squadrons; for, sons time on June 8th,

the Glorious, v/hich was carrying them, fell in vriith a German

pocket battleship, and was sunk,

embarked in the carrier wore picked up deflator, upon rafts;

the remainder perished*

Two of the officers vAio had
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1.V.40*

2.V.40, )j dcstisisted of: '
i  cue aecticn 193^^ (3”>7) -‘’i-A- battery Kamsbogen

(Harstad . area)^»

Daferic© of Harstad SJfcdanlatid area

1
V

Fo eneny air raids*.

1430 hours,. i“aid of Harstad, Srand.Hotel hit and badly damaged*
i .

1300 hours, aii raid on Harstad fromh. hxgjx altitude: 3 bombs only,\ V»

,3-V.4C* ScOlia

(Harsrtad area))*)'
'  )
)4*V,40. 1100 hours, air-raid-. <xi Harstad, from 12,000 feet :-H*M.S* Effioghnnt

attacked and ndesedi.' Thereafter ccxitinuous raiding in the Rknnni
Haratad area up to 23OO hours, Polish destroyer Grom hit and, sunk.

two "

(en route for Bordu foss)

3rd Lt, A.A, battery - less 1^ troops, Skaanland,

C8ie troop of 3rd I»t. A.A. battery. Salangen.

)' one troop of 164th Lt, /i,A. battery Skaanland,

33th Lt, A»A. regiment,

'  )) l63'.ht. A,A, battery Harstad,

one troop of I64 Lt. battery Harstad,

163 Lt, A,A. battery (less one troop) Ballangon.

Sorreisa,

„)
)> •
)
))

)

)

)

I
)

!  \

3,V-404 Air raids cm Harstad and Skaanland at 1020, 1300 'and 1800 hours.
The) fleet planes Cabot and Chribou driven ashore, and destroyed.

U1

ni)• '
caas troop I63 Lt. A-A, battery
164 Lt, A,A, battery, less two %oopa)

•  Skua patrd over Harstad from 1800 hours^

:• Skua patrdl from 1100 hours.

)1 /«r^

1LHand,
)

F6 air raids in the Harstad/Skaanland zono.^6,V.40.
m

HNo air raids.7.V.4O,

■1443 to’ I83O hours Harstad continuously raided;
gunning.

bombing and madrini-^8.V,40.
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KTJRTjy*^ OI^EATIOrCrDEgSi^GE OP i\REA>-■■ ■ DATE.

9,V.40
to Fot much oncny activity in tho Harstad SkaonOand area.I3.V.4O,

4 guns from tho 256th A.i\» battery put
into action in tho Harstad area.

14^V.40.

Air attacks on Harstad and Skaahlandt shipping' aimod at,
but unsuccessfully.

Small mitnbor ct planes node low altitude attdek at I9CO houtfs
no damags.

French domi—brigade H. Q. dive boinbod for 35 miautos and
destroyed, 23IO hours - Salangcn arocu

French force H-Q. bombed dmdng the attack cn Bjorkvik,
Bolangjn attacked from the air.

fTot much air activity in Harstad Slcaanland.a3rea*.

I5.V.4O. ,

I6.V.4O.

17.V.40,
I

18.V.40.
1

>,i ■

I9.V.4O.

Air raids esn Ballangon*4 Lt, A.j\» guns of the 167th Lt. A.A.
battery put into position at Sorreisa*

8, 3",7 A.A. guns cf the 193rd A.A. battery
in action at BarduBoss.

4, 3",7 A.A. guns of the 152nd A./v. battery in
position at S'kaanland,

20.V.40,

Air raid csi shipping and aerodrone at Skaanland ■" 3 plunes
no damagp. - .

Air raid on Harstad, main petrol tanks hit and destroyed.

21.V.40. .

* * -

.  ,‘J.

))
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Siror'S AIR OIERATIOIS Pf THE MWIK AREA.. AFC5R 0? THB PlgTlEB SQUADBOKS.TABLE 2.

NO- OP

COLE ATS.

o;/N ALTERATIONS IN’

A.A. DEPpPJGB.

NO. OP

SORTISS. ENEt.g*S OPERATIOrS-DATE,LOSSES.

4 guns of tbs 151st
iA.A. battery added to
defence of Skaanland-

22-V-40. f220-1250 hours. Rombats fjord bombed by ten aircraft
1840-2000 hours. Elvenes, Gratangsn, and ETocnsegian
front line troops bombed: quay at Gratangen set alight.
Elvones in flatiEs.

1430-1630 hours air attacks on. Harstad.

Attack CH.1 Ballangen, gun of the 165th Lt. A-A-
battery hit.

154 3

23.V.40.240 3

6 24.V.40..4 guns of the 153*^d
A-A. battery added to
the defence of Harstad.

138

H3O Severe attack cn Harstad, lasting 1-^ hours.36 25.V.4O.5 2

26.V.4O.One troop of l6j Lt-
iL.A- battery moved out
of the area to Tromso.

1425-1530 hours ̂ yere attack on/the fleet anchorage
at Harstad and Skaanland, A/A. cruiser Curlew sink at
Skoanlahd; H.M.S. SoLrthaii5)ton damaged at Harstad-

15 150

t

No aiir attacks in the Harstad area; one plane dropped
bcanbs in die HTarvilc. area. Bodo severely attacked.

4 guns of the l^^cd
A-A- battery moved to
Bodo.-

27.V.4O.11 332
■fat

I

0400-0600 hours, attacks in the battle acne near
H.M.S. Cairo bombed and hit.Farvik,

28.V.40.95 Sfil3
w- •

cn
1130 hours H.1»I.S. Covuntry attacked at Skaanland.

1317“13^ hours, bombing attacks on the French battle
positions in the Hcanbaks fjcmrd. '

1700 hours French positions in the WorviJc oxoa bcmbed.

29,V,40. /. 153Cl-haurs atta«k;<in Harstadv ■ hot )mch damage; also
attack cn trawlers at Skaanland.
1930 hours, twenty aircraft in the Skaanland area: rood
to Liland blocked for some hours.
2030 attacks cn shi^)ping in the Narvik area*

m

TO

156th A.A. battery,
less two sect±dhs"““””
moved towards TrcaiBO-

t84 ,8 .» '
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NO, OP

C0IffiA.T5

NO. OP

SOBTEES.

(xm ALTERATIONS IN

A>^1. DEPENCS^ DATE. BNBg'S OEEEATIONS.LOSS^

Very littla enecy raiding in the Hecrstad Slcaamland
area.

27 3O.V.4O.8 3

ba-t the -weather was thicsk.Lit-tle eneny actiirityj
only 46 squadron, took off.

21 Nil 3UV.40.Nil

1 troop 167th Lt,
A. A. battery moved
from Salangen to
Barduf OSS-

1200 to 1300 hours attacks m naval -vessels in -tlie
Hiarvik area.

2.VI.40.75 24 3

6 Little en^iy activity; bat the -wea-ther -was foul,
only 46 squadron took off.

3. VI. 40.Ml Nil

do.do.-4. VI. 40, do.11

1
do. do.do.5.VI.4O.9

16 6.VI.40. do.do.do.

do. do.7.VI.4O.about 50 12 2 do.

))
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W© havB still to c3etermine how the operaticaas ocF the

footer squadrons influenced the ©neny's operations and the

course of the campaign: and with regard to this, we must

first review the difficulties under which the squadrons

As conceived> the plan of operations was that

fully equipped wireless and observer screen (six posts'ih the

Bodo Paushe district, and nine in the Lofoten Islands) should

operated. a

Pile S.53OI.
Report of
11 Observer
S oreen.

report eneny moveironts early enough for the Squadron Commanders

to mai:e intercepting dispositions. This might have boon

possible, later, when the Norwegian observer screen had been

supplemented by a chain of R.D.P. stations;

system of cbmmunioatioh'"th'at Could bo devised, with tho time

and the moans available, was that'reports of approaching

but tho caily

aircraft should bo telephoned to Lodingen, and re-telephoned

from there to Harstad and Bardufoss. As it v/as quite impossible

to sond up intercepting flights, until communications wore

enlarged and iiiproved, tho squadrons vjero compollod to maintain

standing patrols, and what is more, to maintain them in very

adverse circumstances. The northern patrol area was At the

head of Sol berg Fjord; the southera patrol zone was at

Ballangen, nearly 100 miles away; the western areas were at

Lodingen and Harstad, and the eastern ones at Grat.angen and

Eombaks Fjord, Aircraft in on© area could not be moved to

another, while they were on patrol, because tho high mountains

made all communication between ground and air inpossiblej

Finally, the Norwe^an observer screen, although it was on tho

whole, well sited, did not detect all tho approaching raids;

for the hi^ moiontains and the deep intervening valleys restricted

tho view cf the best placed observer posts. The'consequonco was

that the enemy’s bombers were often in si^t before the pilots

had taken off. To sum up, therefore, the squadrons were cem-

Soo combat

reports for

263 squadron
27-V.4O.

pelled to operate by standing patrols, -vriiich is of all methods

the most fatiguing, and tho most wasteful

were often obliged to climb to ten 'and even to twelve thousand

and the pilots
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■feet^ in the very presence of the enemyithat they had taion

off to engage^

■1 :

'  Uf

•• '■ <! '■

Oporiations
.  Record, Books,

263 and 46
squadrons.

The actual achievetaents of the squadrons ■’ivoro those :

1To,263 squadron operated on twelve days, executed 309 flights,
and engaged^the enert^r in 69 combats: FTo,46 squadron

operated on twelve days, executed 249 flights, and engaged
the enemy in 26 combats:

in the Narvik

moot of the ongagemonto wore

Harstad area (see map). As for the oneny

losses, the pilots believed that they shot down thirty-
enemy planes botwoen. May 21st and the date of the

of those twenty-six onony planes were claimed

by 263 squadron, and eleven by 46 squadron. (Per the
tactics orployed by each squadron see Part V. Document 20):

but as estimates of ah onony's loos have never, in all
-  ;P'U' ' ,

history, corps,ponded to an enemy’s actual loss, it would
be unscientific to ima^ne that estimates of losses iia air

warfare are a depar;ture from this general rule. Wo shall

not, therefore, know how many planes the eneny lost,

during their operations against Narvik, until they declare

them in an official document that can bo relied upon.
However, as eleven squadrons of bombers wore then station

ed in Norway, a total loss of 37 plaiios would only have

absorbed tho reserve aircraft (three per Staffed) and

would not have reducSod tho numbers of aircraft that tho

Commanders of tho Luftwaffo bould allot to any particular
target.

seven

evacuation;

Tho most natural' way of -assessing tho squadrons
achievement is to corapard iho operations' that the oneny
executed before tho squddr'ons arrived (sec table ■’t) with

tho operations that they performed thereafter (boo table
2)'J

■t-v:

but, when this is dcsao tho ccmparison reveals nothing

For it is clear that tho eneny’s raids against

Harstad, Skacnland, and the Pleet anchcxrage were as fre-

striking.

quent, and as strenuously delivered, after the squadrons
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had arrived, as they were before. Indeed, it can be inferred

- that the ltuftw^ ̂ ttao^ed i^he .ife^ik .area most vigorously

during the period^.^fey 22nd - June,3rdf, .for, alth.ough no:

diary or document givep, the particu;Iara'that cne would lito

war

,  to ,have learned, several ontrie.s, inply ,th.at tte attacks

the 26th and the 29th May ware the severest that' were

ienped.

ex

on

por-

enen^r's operations, between

.. June 3rd and June 7th, this was clearly duo to the .weather

(see .table 2),

,.As for the lull in the

i '' noO i.:

however, the particular^apf the eneniy’s operat

ions are ignored, and if the knovn .f^actd are:,i’;cons4;.dered..'in a

general way, we got a more satisfactory resultfo'.for,#1013:

the enon^r's operation^ against Aondalsnaes and BTamsos

ooapared with their operations against Narvilt, wo have,ven

.. the oioe hand, a record of rpilitary targets that are carefully

and methodically destroyed, and, on the other, the record

,0..;.

are

of a harbour that was,, throu^out, a v/orkable base .of oper

ations for . the Arrry and the Fleet, The difference between

...the two, , (and it is a notable difference) must be attributed,
'■ j

in, largo, measur.e, to thp A.A. batteries

. ..squadrons,,

, and to the filter

;  , hPPtribution of the f ighter squadrons would, appear

to have been most substantial on June 2nd; for they; ..wore,

on that day, so heavily engaged that they fou^t twonty^rtfour
aotione and made seventy-five sorties. The dpcunx?ntary records

of the day's fighting shew that, tho onoiry intended to unlce a

soyero. attack upon the baap, ans^ . upon the anchorago;
.  co<nbat, i*oports spook of

^ydng together, and each approaching group was followed by
another , for an hour on. end;

for :th

group of twelve long range :,bombo,ra

the bombers and dive bombers w

o

s.

ore

;at 4,000 and 3?000 feet,, (whiph ingslios that they in,tended to

bomb the place methqc^oally); and Jb* 110's vroro .(present'as

46 and 263
squadrcxis
Ops.Record,.
Books. '

a protection for the, .bomberq. Those fpreos woro stubbornly

engaged from their first,.appora-anco. . ,to.>:i^o tine of their with-

.. .drawal; thoir.attta.ck.;Wa3. ,lrarnJ,oes;. ,anu yuo conduct of, our
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pilots made a deep impression upon the Arny.

present, (and who were

Those who were

best able to judge what r^lieft this

gave to the troops) were much moved by the exploit; and at

the end of the day, General Auokinleck expressed his admiration

in a handsome message of thanks.,

Bue weight must, however, bo given to everything that

may have increased or diminished the severity of the enojiy’s

attacks upon Harstad and Skaanland; and it seems fairly

certain that the oneny could not, at this tine, operate as

strongly against JXarvik as ho had against Wamaos and Aandol-

anoes

(v^oro the

would hold);

Oslo Pornobu and Stavanger,

from Oslo Pornobu, and

J  for these places aro within easy roach pf yaernoa

enemy ooncontratod as many squadrcxis as,,-fee .place

and Aandalsnaos can be operated against from

Narvik, is, however, 400 miles

oven further from Stavanger, and this

obliged the Germans to operate against it from Trondhjo

Vaornos. Realising, from tho beginning, that the aerodrome at

'■m

See Box
Notrway Int-
olligonco
file cover
34/3/13.

Trondhjom’would be their groat baso of operations, the Gormans

wore working hard to increase its capacity;
additional squadrons wore in fact stationed at Voernos at tho
beginning of liay.

and several

Nevertheless, after allowanco has boon made

for all this, it is safe to say that tho attacks on Narvik

could not have boon as frequent, or os severe, as tho attacks
on Namsos, Aandalsnaos and Bode, It is, thus, only possible

to say about tho squadron's achiovomont, that it was a contri

bution to a substantial result r, that of maintaining Harstad
and Skaanland workablo bosos of oporaticsis , for so long os

tho operations in northom Norway were porsistod in.

as

Pr<M ovorything that procodes, it is clear that tho

operations against Narvik only roso.mblo tho operations against
Trondhjem in that thoy wore exoouted iji the seime country, Norway*

^*^rfbern Norway was successfully protected against fatal

by two fighter squadrons (which were operating at great
disadvantage) and by an insufficient number of A. A. batteries.
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it ia reasonable to supposo that it could hare been dofondod

against any at to opt that the Germans nd^t hare made to ro'-

take it, if General Auchinleok had been giren the forces

that he asked for riz: serenteen battalions, two hundred

A.A. guns, and five R.A.P. squadrons^’ Indeed, it would

appear as thou^ more air forces than General Auchinleok

asked for could hare been based, on northern Norway, if

arrangements had been made for preparing all tho sites that

could hare been used for aerodromes. These arrangements

would have to have been more carefully thou^t out than those

actually made} but there would have been nothing impossible

in tho task or tho preparation for it.

Tho operations against Narvik were thus in a fair

way to be successful, when the disasters in Prance made it

The oper-impossible for us to persist in them any longer.

ations against Trondhjem, on the other hand, were unsuccess-

we landed a considerable body of troops at Aandalsnaesfull

and Nafflsos; and we withdrew them a fortni^t later because

wo could no Icxiger maintain them in the field.

The reasons for this were that the ports upon which

•the Array depended wore at the mercy of -the enemy's Air Force

and that the Commanders and pilots of -the Luftwaffe made

them unusable. It cannot, however, be said that this was

unforeseen. Per whene-ver in'teivention in Scandinavia had

been considered, the Air Staff had ropor-ted that any exped

ition in those countries would be endangered by tho attacks

that the Gorman Air Perce could deliver agsdnst its long

It must bo remembered, moreover.and exposed communications.

that when the Air Staff examined tho implications of operating

at Narvik, or in southern Norway, or in Sweden, they always

assured that the British expedition to Scandinavia would be

accompanied by some air forces. The expedition that actually

sailed "for Trondhjem was accompanied by none; so that the

dangers anticipated by -the Air Staff were increased prop-
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ortionately. The destruction of Ifamsos and Aandalsnaes,

and the consequences to the communications upon which the

Army depended were thus disasters that were foreseen j  and

this gives the operation in Norvmy a special interest; for

it is very rare in war that dan^rs that have been antici

pated correspond so exactly to tho dangers that eventuate.

The Axmy officers, moreover, doubted v;hother forces

largo enough, and well equipped enou^ for the work in

hand could ever have been maintained from such a port as

Aondalsnaes, and ovor such-a road and such a railway as

connected Aandalsnaes to tho centre of the country. On

this point General Paget iwrote thus:

"It has bo cone the habit of tho British Army in
recent years to assumo that what tho Gonoral Staff con

sider to be politically or operationally dosirablo is
,  administratively possiblo,
fallacy could exist. In tho case of tho AKDALSWES
expodition it appears to have boon assumed that tho
port of ANDALSriES and the line of communication running
forward therefrom was capable of maintaining the force'
which it was considered operationally desirable to dis
embark there. As far as can be ascertained no attempt
to verify this assumption was made althou^ opportunity
to do so existed. There seems to have boon no adequate
reason why a technical reconnaissance should not have

acconpanied 148 Inf Bde which, divorced from any respon
sibility for the maintenance of that force, might have
reported upon the administrative capacity of the port
and the line of communication

"The port of ANDALSNES probably has a peace time
capacity of some JOO tons per 24 hours using ships
derricks for lifts beyond the capacity of the single
crane, but ships of tho DELIUS class berthed alongside
can only work three out of five hatches at a timo owing
to the restricted length of quay,"

'Similarly the theoretical capacity of tho railways,
despite its technical limitations and peculiarities, is
more than adequate to deal with tho traffic which the'
port Can handle. But these figures have little appli
cation in practice if it is open to tho enemy, as in
fact it was, to interrupt'both the traffic through the
port and along the railway at will and free from any
form of retaliation.”

"A fair estimate of the capacity of the port is to
say that it could be precariousl;^ worked for some 4 to 5
hours out of the 24 thus reducing the tonnage'handled to
about 100 tons per day. This figure, however, assumes
that skilled labour is available to'deal with the ships
and that the tonnage, when unloaded, is not destroyed
by enemy air action. The skilled laboxir was not avail

able, Tho eneny could destroy what ho liked, only

No greater or more dangerous
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havdng- to press hortB his attack in the face of  a vreak
A.A. defence.”

”As far as the railway'was concofned -the position
was even loss aati^aotofy, for here, over by far the
greater part of the line, the enarry was faced by no
defences of ..any nature and could destroy as he pleased.
The lower limit of the practical capacity of the rail-
wa.y was therefore what the eneny chose to make it.
Fortunately instead of concentrating the efforts of his
Airi Force to destroy a few Yitol points of the railway
system he was inclined to sprinkle several sectors of
the line, and -thereby did not achieve con^lote destruc
tion anywhere. ”

”'niero was only one single road yri-th no la-terals
opening from it which could bo put to any useful purpose*
Throughout its length it did not exceed 18 foot in width
and was considerably nOrroworin many stretches. The 

'

surface was stoiao dust, water-bound and tho foundation,
judgod from a number of bomb cra-boro in various parts,
did noi oxcood 8 inches to 1 foot of natural unpacked
stones set in ear-th which rapidly becaioB thick mud when
thawed out. On each side of -the road was an open
drainage out about'18 inches wide by two feet deep
packed, originally, with frozen snow. Wherever tho thaw
had star-ted these ditches became vehicle traps of groat
efficiency* The melting snow gave way leaving -the
vehicle ditched to tho axle. Over considerable stretches

of the road abandoned KTorwogian vehicles averaged 10 io
17 to the mile, ”

“Tho local view was that in peace -the roaid had to
be used wi-th extreme care during the thaw over a period
of from 7 to 14 days according to the season* It could
not suryive tho heavy and erratic traffic of war. In

•  addition the road suffered from all the disabilities due

to enemy air action Mriiich could have applied to tho
railway had the enemy so wished. Over considerable
sectors road and railway lay within )’ Q yards of each other,
or less.,,,,”

”%■ ccsisidared view in the li^t of oxporionce remains
that which I expressed to tho D,Q,M.G-. before I ombarkod.
It is that the possibility of maintaining any force
through the single port of ANDALSr®S depended primarily
upon whether or not local air superiority could be estab
lished and maintained. To that view I would add that,
since the necessary degroo of air superiority could scaroo-
ly be expected to exist throughout the whole length of
the liiae of communication, and since that lino was pecul
iarly vulnorablo to both air action and to aeasaxial
changos, tho ANDALSKSS project v/oa not'adadnistratively
practicablo. Operationally, therefore, it was dooned
to failure,”

Again, it would seem as though tho baso at Aandalsnaos
<  ••

would not have been so defence loss, and so easily destroyed,

during the critical days of the expedition, if bettor pre

parations had been made for protecting it. Brigadier Siohards,

tho senior offioor of tho A. A. forces in Aandalanaos dodlt with
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this in tho foil owing-v?ords,

"I cannot too strongly urge that before a forco of this
size is committod to v/orking from a giron baso along a
apocifiod L of C, a sonior A./i. CoimiandGr should bo dos-
patched to ascortain by poraonal reconnaissance whether it

is possible even with sufficient A.A. guns to establish an
efficient A»A. f-jfence. In the c...,,.: AANDALSM33 no

experienced A. A. officer would have re comnBndod its adoption
as a base,"

"The attacks on AANDALSWi^S were carried out by HEINKEL
bdmbers flying 200/240 m,p,h. at hoists varfixig from
8,000 to 16,000 feet. Taking a hei^t of 10,000 foot as an
average in order to obtain an eight gun density (a very low
figure)' it would have been necessary to find two four gun
or four two gun positions which'could pick up any such
target at between 12,000 and 13,000 yards. Owing to the
ground and tho existence of the fiord, such positions simply
did not exist,"

"The situation in the L ef C which ran mainly through
a deep and narrow gorge was ovon -worse. There was no
obligation on the German airman to show hinself to the guns
until he was just ready to do his
late,

of the hi^ ground behind AAI'DALSMES to conceal their tin©
of approach from the A,A. ships, "

"Assuming thdt in spite of an A.A. recommendation NOT
to use this base, it had been decided to operate from it,
it became a vital necessity to get the strongest possible
A,A. defence into action bpfore any appreciable quantity of
troops and stores arrived/ 'ftii's would have raeant-;-

(a)’"oarly arrival of the A,A, Commander, his staff .and,
his moans of transport,"

(b))"early shipment of mobile guns and ammunition, both
heavy and light."

(c)) their being so disposed upon the ships that they
could within the very short hours of darkness
available be off loaded and got into' actiai, "

"The latter point is important. Not only do guns not in
action and visible in the open risk being ou-ted before they
ever fire, but unless ships can not only be off loaded but
be got cloEir of the narrow -waters before the bombers arrive

they are certain to bo attacked and probably sunk,"

"What actually happened was this:-

"A small defence against low flying aircraft consisting of:
4 Bofors.

6-2 pdr, MIC II (Mai'ines)',
8 - Oerlikon (Royal Navy),

was got into position early and had practically stopped
low flying attacks on tho post before my arrival  - But
such a defence is useless unless combined with H,A.A,

and the eneny merely flew out of rango. The gun toans
were subjected to hours of bombing to v/hich they could
make no reply: and their moral suffered accordingly,,,, "

"The exercise of any sort of effective command was
rendered almost impossible by the coirrolete absence of

run up" which is too
The German pilots fully realised this and made use

guns:
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staff, transport, maps or communications of any sort, %•
first intention, ifras to go fo^v^ard after I had seen the
baso defences established to find out how matters were
going at the front: but this v/as iirpossible. No cars
v/ore available and vshcre one could bo collectod it was
invariably required for sending some of tho staff up to
soe General Paget on more important liaison duties. Even
tho warnings of the arrival of friendly aircraft had to
be taken, to'the gun positions on foot either by an officer
or a runner, often with very littlo timo to spare.,..,'*

General Carton do Wiart had tho same opinions upc»i

Mamsos as General Paget had upon Aandalsnaes, and he wrote

thus about it:

"JilAlvBOS it is estimated, owing to tho limited hours
of darlaiess during which work could be carried out, could
have discharged 240 tons in 24 hours at most."

"The port had been served by a railway loading via
GROWG to SPJMSA. and TE0I®HJEH, In the early days troops
and stores wore moved by this means but owing to enemy
air action the use of the railway became impossible.
Little dama^ was actually done it by the sporadic attacks
made, except the station in EM©0S itself which was
totally destroyed. The potentialities for damage in the
shape of vulnerable bridges were however vast."

"KAISCS is served by two roads. The better one leads
nearly due South to STINISjAER but crosses the KAIGEN FIORD,
immediately East of MIvEOS by a long and. vulnerable bridge..
Few facilities for the establishnent of base depots were
possible along this road which, in any case, would have
been undesirable owing to the damgerous bottle-neck provided
by the bridge. H

'East of NAIEQB there appeared to bo suitable country
as far as GEOHG, The road, however, was narrow and poor
and would have required great initial and continued
labour to have lajpt it open to tho necessary traffic. At
the time the force was there the whole area was covered
in two feet of snow and any attempt to clear this for
either depots or Air Force landing grounds would have
brought instant retaliation."

"Tho actual state of tho forco may bo stated briofly.

Hopelessly ccsigoatod and one quay partly
usable. Pit only for one small ship at a
time. "

•Docks.

‘feupplios. Adequate up to about Itay Jth but scattorod ovdr
the country in small dumps. Steps to bate*
broad and organiso the purchase of local
rosourceo of milk and frosh vogotablos wore
undertalcen. "

1000 gallons approximatoly."

"Transport. 15 trucks brou^t with tho 146M.T. Brigade
and a number of Forwogian lorries. There
v;as absolutely no means of maintenon co. As

Petrol.
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no M. T, drivers had accompanied the Brigade
unreliable Forwegian drivers had to be employed,,."

"The project for the landing at FMSCS appears to have
violated nearly all the conditions for the success of such

an operation viiich have been, thought out in Staff exercises
since the last war,"

’TTo appreciation giving full weaght to the Admin
istrative problems was reduced,”

"The Administrative Staff v/hich was to implement the
plan had no opportunity to study the- problem beforehand
and was-gravely handicapped by no arrangements being made
for a reconnaissance psnty in advance and for sound
administrative arrangeiBonts to bo made from the stoxt. ”

"Wb protection was arranged for the base installation.

-"The load of ships was unsuited to the type of
campaign and the composition of sJDme of the' units wrong,
e.g, only 3“ton lorries were sent and units wore separated
from their equipnBnt which was loaded in M.T. ships. The
Staff on shore must have ample warning and a derailed
knowledge of exactly'what each ship arrives contains and
exactly how it is loaded. Only then can proper arrange
ments for its reception and the disposal of its contents
be made

Prom these quotations it v/ill be seen, that, even

though the campaign in Norwfty had boen fought by forces on the

ground, v^ith no air forces intervening to assist, or hamper them,

a British Amry that was basod on Famsos and Aandalsnaos would

have operated at great disadvantage against a Gorman Arriy that

was based on Oslo. Por the flow of British reinforcements and

supplies could never have reached the front in tlie' sauB volume,

or at the same rate, as the Gorman, When the poor harbours,

the narrow roads and the inadequate railways, upon which tho

British Amy depended, were attactod and ruinod by the German

Luftwaffe, disaster follov/ed p.s a natural consequence.

)




